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CHAPTF.H I
IHTRODITCTIOTr
Statement of the problem :- The purpose of this study Is to
determine the guidance needs of seventh and eighth grade girls
|
In a olty sohool and to outline the toplos whloh might well be
Included In a guidance course of study to meet these needs.
The guidance needs of youth as presented In this
study are seen as those common personal problems encountered
^7 girls In making adjustments, decisions, and plans with
respect to educational, occupational, social, and personal
situations.
To Indicate, by sample units, how these topics might
be developed to make up a course of study In guidance. Is
another purpose of this report.
Feed of the study :- This particular study was undertaken
principally because the writer felt that the girls of the X
Junior High Sohool are In need of guidance Information that
pertains to the eriuoatlonal values of their school program.
Many pupils are so maladjusted to their school work that there
Is constant dissatisfaction on the part of both pupils and
faculty. Besides the educational maladjustment, there exists
a need for vocational Information, since many of the pupils
leave school before graduation for economic reasons. The
writer feels that with effective educational and vocational
-1-
r
guidance many of the social problems which exist because of
race differences can be reduced, if not eliminated. The study,
then, has three major almsi-flrst, to help the pupils adjust
themselves educationally to meet present needs; second, to
help the pupils prepare themselves vocationally to meet future
needs; and third, to help the pupils adjust themselves socially
to meet life's needs.
The material as presented Is not a complete course
of study, nor one that has been tried out; but rather It Is
a report of progress In the analysis of pupil problems ancl In
the development of teaching material which will be extended
and revised In the light of the needs revealed In the use of
j
them experimentally.
Description of the school :- The X Junior High School Is situa-
ted In the negro district of the South End of Boston. There
are two seventh grades and two eighth grades. The fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades are housed In the same building.
, Twenty- five per cent of the girls are of the negro race. The
I
average I.Q. Is 90. The school program Is devoted largely
I
to the academic needs of the pupils and there Is a very limited
extra-curricular activity program. The course divisions of
grades seven and eight are Practical Arts, foreign Language,
and General. The major] subjects for all three divisions are:
English ; Mathematics; History; Geography; Hygiene (fTrade 7) ;
General Science fGrade 8); and Community and I.conomlc Civics.^ '
All students take Art, Music, Physical i^ducatlon, and Penmanship
c
The Praotloal Arts group have as their major Home roonomics
and are required to take four periods per week of Clothing
and fonr periods of ^'oods. The foreign Language division.
In like manner, take Spanish In place of Home r'.oonomlcs and
also have two periods per week of ?oods. The fleneral divi-
sion students take the planned program as noted with two per-
iods of Art and two periods per week of Foods, All studer ts
are reoulred to take one period per week of Vocational fTuld-
anoe*
In Chapter II the common problems of the girls of
the I Junior High S3hool are discussed. Chapter III presents
a proposed list of topics for use In group ,guldnnce as
developed from the personal problems of the pupils revealed
In the preceding chapter. Chapter IV Includes specimen units
which were developed by the writer. These guidance units
are a portion of the course of study which the author feels
are an Integral part of any guidance program. It Is expected
that these particular units will be revised In the process
of experimentation and that additional units will be developer

CHAPTEI^ II
DISCOVlTRIITrT WIDAITCK STEEDS OF YOUTH
'r-gldanoe needs of youth In general :— The nature and extent
of youth prohlems have been the subject of increasing in-
vestigation In recent years, '^ron an analysis of some of the
representative studies of problecis of young people 2,/ the
writer found that these problems might be grouped in the
following areas :
1. Problems of Vocational Guidance
2. Problems of Social Adjustment
3. Financial Problems
4. Health Problems
5. Academic Problems
6. Problems of Leisure '^Ime and Recreation
7. Personal Problems
8. Religious and Horal Problems
9. Home and Family
10. Job Finding and Job Keeping
1/ Peroival M. Symonds, "Kconomic Problems and Interests of
Adolescents", Tlie School Review , XLVIII (February, 1940 ) .Pp. 97-
107.
Harlan Koch, "Shifting Emphasis in the Problems of Pupils in
Certain ?iIiohigan High Schools", I'he School Review .LI (February
,
1943). Pp. 79-84. *
Ruth Strang, "The Problems of Adolescents 'Vhich Come to Deans",
The Junior Senior Hl,f?h School Clearing House, VII (September,
T^2). Pp. 29-34.
Percival M. Symonds , "Life Problems and Interests of Adoles-
cents", The School Review , n>IV (September, 1936). Pp. 506-518.
Donald 0. Doane , The I^eeds of Youth- An Evaluation for
Curriculum Purposes. Teachers College~^ecord ,Vol.XLVIII ,l^o. 8.
ITew York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1942. Pp. 661-
-4-

Personal probleaa of pnplls in X school :— In the light of
the results of previous studies on youth problems. It Is
reasonable to believe that certain of the oonnon problems
found In other groups and oomTuunltles may be expected to
exist to some degree with the pupils Included In this study.
Since many of the girls are members of the negro race, there
arises a social problem. Wany of the girls are living In
foster homes, or are the subjects of broken homes so that
there Is a definite need for social guidance and readjustment.
Then, too, living In the city where there are so many oppor-
tunities for the wrong use of leisure time, there Is the
problem of acpualntlng the pupils with the various or^^anl na-
tions In the community so that they will maVe wise use of
their leisure time and avail themselves of the recreational
possibilities In thf community. Job flncllng and job keeping
Is also a problem with this particular group because of their
low mental ability and becaase of their race.
l/f continued) Dwlght L. Arnold and ^oss L, Mooney, A Student'
s
Problem Check List for Junior High School. Edocatlonal "Re-
search Bulletin .Volume XXII.TTo.S, Ohio: College of Kducatlon,
Ohio State University, 1943. Pp. 42-48.
Alverda Hertzler, "Problems of the Tlormal Adolescent ^Irl",
California Journal of Secondary TMu cation , Vol.XV (February,
1940), Pp, 114-119.
Howard M. Bell, Youth Tell Their Story
.
'Washington: American
Council on Education, 1938. J?73 pp.
rc
It was felt, however, that the development of
materials for a guidance course should be based upon the
real personal problems of the pupils for whom the course
was beln^^ planned. The following procedure was followed
to ascertain the specific problems of indlvitluals and to
note which problems youth had in common. The girls in
grades 7 and 8 were askeA to jot down on paper, without
signing their names, topics which they would like discussed
In class and personal problems which were troubling them.
From these free writings, and suggestions from the
Mooney Problem Check List for Junior High School, 1/ a
check list containing IIS problems was drawn up and ad-
ministered to 60 girls in grade 8 and 57 girls in grade 7
or a total of 117 girls. (See pp. 15-17 for copy of check
list). The problems as reported were edited and listed so
that they might be classified into problem areas as follows:
Item ITumber Problem Area
1-16 School Adjustment
17-32 Home and family
33-48 Health
49-64 Self-Centered Concerns
65-80 l^elatlon to People in 'Gen-
eral
81-96 Educational, Vocational,
Avocational Planning and
Finances
97-112 Social Relationships
1/ Ross L. Mooney ,_A Student' s Problem Check List for
"^nlor High School . 1942.
c
TTable 1. frequency Tabnlatlon of the Problems of One Hnndred
Seventeen Pupils In trades VII and VIII,
<Trade VII Grade VIII
6 8 !• Getting low grades In school
8 9 2. Dislike for study
9 5 3. Hot Interested In reading
16 6 4. Afraid of tests
28 18 5. Trouble with arithmetic
14 7 6. Trouble with English
29 31 7. "Torried about marks
8 4 8. Not enough time for study
6 8 9. Dislike for school
3 5 10. Do not get along with teachers
8 1 11. Afraid to speak up in class
16 15 Have a hard time remembering
IB IE 13. Absent too often
5 1 14. IIo place to study at home
6 9 15. Teachers assign too much work
15 10 16. Being a grade behind in school
80 18 17. Not living with my parents
5 15 18. Living in a poor neighborhood
7 9 19. Being an only child
17 15 20. Parents separated or divorced
11 9 21. One of parents not living
18 15 22. Parents working
8 2 23. Parents too strict
6 3 24. Not doing what I am told at home
8 2 25. Family always quarreling
4 6 26. Parents not understanding
8 9 27. Sisters annoy me
11 15 28. Brothers are troublesome
3 29. V7ant to run away from home
6 8 30. ^ant thin^^s parents will not give m€
19 15 31. Family not united
4 8 32. Sickness in home
8 3 33. Not strong and healthy
6 12 34. Always have headaches
8 5 35. Poor teeth
7 12 36. Too short for my age
6 10 37. Too tall for my age
11 11 38. Poor complexion
4 7 39. Underweight
9 10 40. Overweight
6 3 41* Speech defect
T 11 42. Get tired easily
1 43, Do not get enough to eat
8 4 44. Clumsy and awkward
18 11 45. Dislike foods I need for good health
c
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9 3 80. Bslnf^ nn.de "Pim of
13 8 81. Having no re^^lar allowance
22 18 82. Desire to earn money of my own
Z 2 83. Too few clothes
2 1 84. Having to earn all the money I get
IJ^ 6 85. Hot enough time for play and fun
11 9 86. Don't know what to do In my spare
time
28 35 87. Can't decide what to take In High
School

Table 1, f concluded)
Grade VII Grade VIII
17 27 88. Don't know the occupation I want to
enter
i
30 39 89. Need to know more about High School
20 40 90. Want to know more about occupations
22 35 91. Want to know more about courses
|
30 33 92. 'Vender If I'll be a success In life
2 3 93. Too little chance to read what I like
5 3 94. Too little chance to listen to radio
6 4 95. Too little spending money
4 5 96. Having less money than my friends
28 17 97. Hot allowed to go out at nights
11 2 98. Too little chance to go to parties
3 3 99. Made to go to bed too early
8 2 100. Can't have ray friends to the house
4 2 101. Clumsy In my manners
6 3 102. Keeping myself well groomed
2 4 103. Girls don't like me
3 104. fot allowed to have parties
9 6 105. Awkward meeting people for the first
time
3 3 106. Have a hard time converslnfj
2 5 107. Don't enjoy going to parties
2 4 108. TTot allowed to play after school
11 5 109. Learning to dance
4 3 110. Not knowing what to do at a party
25 23 111. Hot allowed to go out with boys
15 7 112. Have to take care of younger brothers
j
and sisters
I
Table 1. presents the Items In the check list show-
I
Ing totals for each Item which was checked by pupils In both
|
grades. The average number of problems checked by pupils In
grade seven was 19. For grade eight pupils the average was 22^
The largest number of problems checked by pupils In grade seveij
was 64. In grade eight, the largest number checked was 53
problems. In grade seven, the fewest problems checked by any
|
G
^0
pupil wae five, while in grade eight the conparative number
was two
•
Tabulations were made of the cheok list emd in the
following table the problems have been reported in teres of
frequency order of problem areas as previously listed and In
terns of individual items by grades.
Although only 16 related problems were included in
each problem area, it was felt that for purposes of group guid-;
ance, it would be helpful to know the particular areas in which
pupils experienced most of their personal concerns. Table 2.
shows this summary by areas and by grades. '
Table 8. ^'uomary of Problem Areas by Grades
Grade VII
(57 pupils reporting)
Problem Ho .of Hank
Area Problems Order
Checked
Educational
,
)
Vocational ) 227 1
Avocational Planning
and Finances
(81-96)
School Adjustment 178 2
fl-16)
Helatlon to People 162 3
in General
(65-80)
Hone and Family 142 4
^7-32)
Social Skills and
Opportunities 135 6
(97-112)
Self-Centered
Concerns (49-64) 132 6
Health 113 7
(33-48)
Grade VIII
(60 pupils reporting)
1 roblem Ho. of Hank
Area Problems Order
Checked
Educational ,
)
Vocational ) 168 1
Avooational Planning
and Finances
(81-96)
Hone and Family 152 2
(17-32)
School Adjustment 149 3
fl-16)
delation to People 136 4
in General
(65-80)
Health (33-48) 135 5
Self-Oentered 117 6
Conoerr8( 49-64)
Social Skills and 09 7
Opportunities
(97-112)
e
Proa an examination of Table 2,, It Is evident that i
the first four Prohlern Areas for both grades are the same !
i
although the rank order differs. Both classes reported many
J
'l
personal problems In the area entitled Educational .Vocational
j
Avocatlonal Planning and Finances and both ranked this area
first. The importance of these areas Is evident because they
Include problems of school, home, vocational, social, avocatlonj-
al adjustment and planning. Topics chosen for class considera-
tion should bear a close relationship to these areas and to '
their comparative Importance*
It Is Interesting to note the twenty most common
problems which were checked by ten or more pupils In each
grade. Table 3, presents the most common problems of grade
seven girls.
Table 3. The Twenty Host Common Problems In Grade VII as
Determined by the Check List (57 girls reporting)
Problem Number Frequency
89 1. Need to know more about High School 30
92 2. Wonder If I'll be a success In life 30
7 3, Worried about marks 29
87 4. Can't decide what to take In high 28
school
97 5. Hot allowed to go out at night 28
66 6. Feelings are easily hurt £6
111 7. Not allowed to go out with boys 25
65 8. Bashful 24
5 9. Trouble with arithmetic 23
82 10. Desire to earn money of my own 22
91 11. Tfant to know more about courses 22
90 12. Want to know more about occupations 20
17 13. Not llvlnjj with my parents 20
31 14. Family not united 19
20 15. Parents separated or divorced 17
c(
Table 3. f oonoltided)
Problem Number Frequency
13 18» Absent too often 15
112 19. Have to take oare of younger sisters
and brothers 15
65 SO. Not enough time for play and fun 18
Problems of adjustment to school work and problems ll
•having to do with home and family relationships have been
|
reported most often by grade seven girls. That such oonoems '
as those having to do with school grades, courses, and success
are among those most frequently checked by pupils is to be
||
OTpected since the problem arens of greatest Importance were
the ones Including problems of educational, vocational, avoca-
tlonal planning and finances, and problems of school adjustmentj
Table 3. serves, however, to highlight certain prob-
|
lems of Importance to a relatively large number of grade seven
|
girls which might be minimized if the rank of problem areas
alone was considered.
Six of the twenty problems appearing with greatest
frequency ( 97,17,31,20,111.112) in Table 3. are related to
problem area four dealing with Home and Family Relationships.
While the existence of such problems does not necessarily point
to consequent pupil maladjustment, the implication of these
concerns of girls for guidance workers should not be overlooked.
cc
•
Youth's oommon concerns about its sensitivity, bash-
falness, competence, and personal appearance as presented in
Table 3. suggest the Imrortanoe of not losing sight of individ-
ual concerns which might not stand out as of greatest import-
ance when oommon problems are grouped and placed in rank order.
Table 4, The Twenty Most Common Problems in Grade VIII as
Determined by the Check List (60 girls reporting )
Problem Number Frequency
90 1. Want to know more about occupations 49
89 S» Need to know more about high school 39
87 3. Can't decide what to take in high school 35
91 4, Want to know more about courses 35
92 6* Wonder if I'll be a success in life 33
7 6# Worried about marks 31
66 ?• Peelings are easily hurt 26
88 8. Don't know the occupation I want to enter 27
111 9. Not allowed to go out with boys 23
46 10. Not good looking 20
62 11, Being punished for something I didn't do 19
82 12. Desire to earn money of my own 18
6 13. Trouble with arithmetic 18
17 14, Not living with my parents 18
76 15. Being quick tempered 16
20 16. Parents separated or divorced 15
12 17. Have a hard time remembering 15
31 18. Family not united 15
22 19. Parents working 15
58 20. Often day dream 13
For grade VIII it is interesting to note that problem^
of educational,vocational, and avocational planning rank high
among the personal concerns of the girls. The problem area
including these problems ranked first in the tabulation sum-
marizing the individual concerns of the pupils into Problem
Areas (Table 2.). Individual problems concerning home and family
c
14
relationships (62,17,20,31,22) the checking of which placed the'
Home and Family area second In the list of seyen problems areas
^
snggfest concerns which cannot be overlooked In the counselling
|
of youth.
One problem, (ill ) , within the Social Helatlonshlp Are!
ranks very high as a personal concern of these girls although
the large area Including sixteen such problems ranked seventh
In Table 2»
It Is evident that the personal concerns of the puplli
In grade eight are centered around educational, vocational
,
avocatlonal planning and finances.
v71th a knowledge of the nature and extent of personal
problems and concerns of pupils, an effort has been made to
outline the kind of topics which, when developed, would make up
a tentative course of study to meet these needs. Chapter three
presents a grouping of topics for group guidance use based on
the expressed personal concerns of grade seven and grade eight
girls*
cc
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PROBLEM CHECK LIST FOR GRADES VII AKD VIII
Diraotlons: Read the list slowly and carefully; as yon come to
a problem that troubles you, draw a line under it.
1. Setting low grades in school 24. Hot doing what I am told at
hone
£• Dislilre for study
3* Not interested in reading
4* Afraid of tests
6« Trouble with arithmetic
6. Trouble with English
7« Worried about marks
8. TTot enough tine to study
9. Bislike for school
10. Do not get along with
teachers
11 . Afraid to speak up in class
12. Have hard tine remembering
13.Absent too often
14 .Ho place to study at hone
15.Teachers assign too nuch
work
16.Being a grade behind in
school
17. Hot living with my parents
18 .Living in a poor neighbor-
hood
19.Being an only child
20 .Parents divorced or
separated
21 .One of parents not living
22«Parents working
83.Parents too strict
25. 5'amily always quarrelling
26. Parents not understanding
27. Sisters annoy me
28. Brothers are troublesome
29. ".'anting to ran away from
hone
30. Want things parents will not
give me
31. Fanily not united
32. Sickness at home
33. Kot strong and healthy
34. Always have headaches
35. Poor teeth
36. Too short for my age
37. Too tall for my age
38. Poor complexion
39. Underweight
40. Ove?^eight
41. Speech defect
42. Get tired easily
43. Do not get enough to eat
44. Clumsy and awkward
45. Dislike foods I need for
good health
r
16
PROBLEM CHECX LIST
46 . Not good looking
47.Poor poBtTire
48 .Often get si ok
49 . (ret too excited
50 .Pall in many things I
attempt
51*Am too nervous
52.Always In trouble
53.Have dlfflonlty dlatln -
gulshlng right from wrong
54.Worry all the time
55 .Have had dreams
56.Often unhappy
57.Carele88
58 .Often day dream
59.Very forgetful
60 .Lazy
61.Hot dependable
6 2.Being punished for some-
thing I didn't do
63.Afraid of the dark
64.Poor oonoentration
65 .Bashful
66 .Peelings are easily hurt
67.Self-oonsolou3
68.Wish people liked me better
69. Easily led by others
?0R GRADES VII AKD 7III (oont.)
70. Have no one for a pal
71. Get into arguments easily
72. Being picked on
73. Never chosen as a leader
74. Peeling nobody likes me
75. Being stubborn
76. Being quick tempered
77. Jealous
78. Slow in making friends
79. Being teased
80. Being made fun of
81. Having no regular allowance
82. Desire to earn money of my
own
83. Too few clothes
84. Having to earn all the
money I get
85. Hot enough time for play
and fun
86. Don't know what to do in
my spare time
87. Can't decide what to take
in high Bohool
88. Don't know the occupation
I want to enter
89. Heed to know more about
occupations
90. Want to know more about
High School
91. ^'ant to know more about
92 courses
92. w'onder if I'll be a success
in life
93. Too little chance to read
what I like
rC
PHOBLKM CHECK LIST ?0H GRADES VII AITD VIII (conoluded)
94. Too little ohanoe to
lleten to radio
95. Too little spending money
96 • Having less money than my
friends
97, Hot allowed to go out at
night
98, Too little chance to go
to parties
99, Made to go to bed early
11
100. Can't have ray friends to
the house
101. Clumsy in my manners
108. Keeping myself well
groomed
103. Girls don't like me
L04. Hot allowed to have
parties
106. Awkward meeting people for
the first time
106. Have a hard time oonversina
107. Don't enjoy going to parties
108. Fot allowed to play after
school
109. Leaminjj how to dance
110. Kot knowing what to do at
8 party
111. Hot allowed to go out with
boys
112. Have to take care of
youn.'jer brothers and
sisters
(
CHAPTO III
OtT!?LIKE 0? thf: PHOPOSED COn!?SE
Proposed content for fruldanoe Classes, 'rrades VII and VIII.
—
The proposed content for the conrse of study in guidance for
grades seven and eight l3 Intended to raeet the needs of the
pnplls attending the X Jnnlor ^Igh School. The underlying
principle upon which the content has "beer, based Is that topics
Included are directly related to the personal problens of
these girls. The probl**ns ^^re those of the pupils, expressed
by then on the check list administered. A consideration of
these local problems wll? contribute to the development of an
adeouate program of guidance.
It Is Intended, therefore, that the problems common
to most pupils shall be the basis for the f^roup guidance course
In the X Junior High School.
Allotment of time for group guidance:— The course In group
guidance Is a required part of the junior high school program
of general education for citizenship. One period a week Is
assigned to the class In guidance and the periods are forty-
j five minutes In length. The average number of pupils In each
r
class Is thirty. The problems common to most pupils have be-
come the content of the group guidance classes, thus reserving
the scheduled Interviews for problems peculiar to each In-
dividual. The guidance teacher's schedule of free periods
-18-
f
Is posted and pupils who are free at those times and wish
to discuss personal concerns nay nake appointnents. The
sohe'^nle for interviews is -usually daily from 12:30 to
1:00 o'clock and from 3:30 to 4:00 o'clock on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
Approximately thirty-six periods per year are
assigned to group guidance. The time devoted to guidance
represents a minirram and it would be much more satisfactory
if two periods per week or seventy-two periods a year were
assigned to the suhject. One period a week with thirty
or more pupils in class is very inadequate to cover the field
as it should be covered and to provide for adequate considera-
tion of major problems. It lo hoped that as further data
are collected on needs for :^idance, additional time might be
included in the schedule.
Objectives :— In the lig:ht of the guidance needs of youth
revealed by this study, the following objectives have been
formulated for the ^roup guidance program :
^rade VII, Educational Objectives
1. To help each pupil adjust to the new school.
S. To help the girl understand the value of an
e ducat ion.
3. To assist the pupil to gain a realisation of
the value of successful school work.

fTrade VIII, Educational Ol3.1eotlves
!• To help the pnpll understand the value of
success In school activities.
2. To assist the student In the selection of sub-
jects, sijlter' to her aptitudes. Interests, and
capabilities.
3. To help the pupil evaluate her own capabilities
In relation to educational opportunities.
^Trades vil and VIII. Vocational Objectives
1. To have each girl understand about the world of
work.
2. To assist the girl to forraulate occupational
plans In line with her capabilities.
3. To acquaint the student with the ^^Idance re-
sources of the community.
4. To understand the qualifications necessary for
the various occupations.
5. To have a Imowledge of the right attitude In
seeking, applying for, and holding a position.
6. To help the pupil understand the need for ad-
justinent to economic and occupational changes.
Grades VII and VIII. Social Objectives
1. To understand the value of the proper use of
leisure time.
2. To acquaint the pupil with the available recrea-
tional opportunities in the community.
3. To have an understanding of social manners and
behaviors in school, in the home and in the
church
•
4. To show each pupil that individual and group
success are based on effective citizenship.
5. To have a knowledge of the right way of becoming
a valuable member of a group.

Suggested topics for ^^rades geven a.n({ elg^t :— The topics
oho sen for .^rfides seven find eit^Jit represent an effort to
formilate topics for grotip guidance consi deration which are
hased on the personal problems of youth and consepuently In
line with the proposed objectives, Thpse topics are sug-
gested from the problera areas considered Important by the
pupils of the X Junior High School (see Table 2).
The grade placement of topics Indicates that certain
problems are acute for grade seven or eight, that there are
some problems which continue In Irnportonce , while still others
are lost with the appearance of newer ones.
The cross or crosses opposite each topic represent
the area or areas with Which each topic Is concerned. The
letters above the crosses have reference to the problem areas
discussed In Chapter II,
r
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STTGaEST7:D COUTFITT ?0H GROUP STTIDANCE CtRADK VII
E
V R S S
Bo. of A H S P C S
Suggested Topics Periods P P A G H C C
!• What 1 8 My Part In Home Life ? I
2, How Oan I Take Defeat? 2 X
3, Learning How to Control My
Temper 1 X
4, How Should 3oys and Girls Act
Toward Each Othor? 1 X
5« Becoming Acquainted with Jfy
Hew School 2 X •
6. What to Do In Iffy Spare Time 2 X
7. When Is A Person Successful? 1 X
8« What Does My Report Card Mean? 1 X
9. How Can I Increase I^y Confidence
in Myself^ 2 X
10. A Check List on Sound Health
Habits 2 X
11. What's T-'rong with Day Dreaming? 1 X
12. Choosing High School Subjects 1 X
13» The Difference Between T:iementary
and Junior High School 1 X
14. Is "Getting By" Good JSnough^ 1 X
15. V/hy People 'Vork 2 X
16. The Right Thing to Do at Social
Affairs 1 X
17. How to Become a Leader 1 X
18. Earning JAy Own Spending Money 2 X
19. IShat Are Good Conditions for
Study'' 2 X
20. How Can I Improve My Ability to
Talk with Others? 1 X
21. What Can I Do to Make People
Like Me? 2 X
22. When Is A Person Successful? 1 X
23. Relationship with Brothers and
Sisters 2 X
24. What Are Good 'Tays to Study 2 X
Totals .^^ 6 2 6 4 12 3
DISTRIBUTION OF PF.RIODS BY PROBLEM ARKA3
J'duoatlonal .Vocational, Avocatlonal Planning and Finances
(6 Topics, 9 Periods)
Home and Family (2 Topics, 4 Periods)
School Adjustment (6 Topics, 9 Periods)
Relation to People in General (4 Topics, 6 Periods)
Health (1 Topic, 2 Periods)
Self-Centered Conoerns (2 Topics, 3 Periods)
Social Skills and Opportunities f3 Topics, 3 Periods)
«
STTrrOKSTED COlTTKrT ?0!? GHniTP r,ITIDArOT: fJRADT! VIII
E
V H
Ko.of A H S F
Suggested Topics Periods F ? A G
S
c
c
s
s
!• Things to Qonslder In Choosing
High School Subjects and Kleotlves 2 X
2 .Sharing Home Responsibilities 2 X
3. Pupil-Teacher Relationships 2 X
4. Budge ting Tine for Rest, Study, Play 2 X
5«0veroonlng Self-Consclousneso 1 X
6« Getting Along ^Ith Members of My
Family 2 X
7. Do I Know and Practice Good Habits
of Health ? 2 1
8. Building Self-Confidence 2 X
9 .Learning About Ky Interests and
Abilities 2 X
10 .What Activities Are Offered in I!y
School and How Can I Participate
in Them ? 2 X
11. Do Parent e Expect Too Much of
Their Children 2 X
12. A Survey of Occupations 3 X
13«Faotors I.!aking for Happy Home life 2 X
14.What Can I Do in Classroom to Help
Me Succeed Scholastically '^2 X
16."^hat Can I Do After School to
Earn Extra I'oney IX
16.How Can I Have Good Mental Health*^ 1 X
17.1 earning How to Become a Valuable
Member of a Group 2 X
18. Cheo>: List on Social SMlls 2 X
19 .How Important Are One's Companions?2 X
Totals f36) 5 4 3 3 2 11
Distribution of Periods by Probleip Areas
BVAP Educational .Vocational ,Avocatlonal Planning and Finances
(5 Topics, 10 Periods)
HF Home and Family ( 4 Topics, 8 Periods)
SA School Adjustment (3 Topics, 6 Periods)
RPG Relation to ieople in General ( 3 Topics, 5 Periods )
H Health ( 2 Topics, 3 Periods )
see Self-Centered Concerns f 1 Topic, 2 Periods )
SSO Social Skills and Opportunities 1 1 Topic, 2 Periods )
I
The content, as presented in this chapter, has been
developed from the personal problems of the youth of the X
Junior High School. The writer Is cognizant that the course
of study here prescribed covers guidance which Is suitable
only for girls in grades seven and eight of the X Junior High
School* Other educators would have to adapt said course to
the personal concerns of their group since a guidance course
which neglects the personal needs of the group is ineffectual.
The reader will find in the following chapters a
further analysis of the course of study Into specific units.
Much of the basic material may be used by all educators with
special regard to the particular teaching situation. These
particular units were developed by the writer because it was
felt that they cover phases of guidance which should be
included in all group guidance courses.
«c
CHAPTER IV
SPECIBiEH UIITS
The following units were selected by the writer
beoatise it was felt that they Inclnde raaterial which Is likely
to be pertinent to most jnnlor high school guidance programs.
They contain a tentative organization of content and aotlvitlea
which will be revised In the light of experience. As the
oourse Is presented and tried out many revisions and additions
will be made. The plan of unit organization, taken In part
1/
from the Providence outline. Is as follows:
I • Theme
Explanation and justification of the unit
II. Specific Objectives
Alms appropriate to each unit
III. Content
Presentation and organization of subject matter
IV. Activities
Suggested supplementary progrsun of pupil activity
V. Desired outcomes
Knowledge and understanding; attitudes and
appreciations ; skills and habits
VI. Bibliography
Suggested readings pertinent to the specific unit
1/ Couree of Study In Guidance , Grades 7-8-9 . Providence ,Hhode
Island:"5epartmeir5 of Public Schools, May, 1942.
-26-
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Orientation to School
Preface
On the last day of school in June the regular
students register for the following year; e.g., the seventh
grade pupils are assigned to their new home rooms according to
program and the newcomers from the elementary schools gather in
the assembly Hall where they are greeted by the principal who
turns the meeting over to the Guidance Teacher and one of the
Vice-principals who help the pupils in registering and filling
out the Pupil Record , (see accompanying sheet)
In September all the eighth graders go to their re-
spective home rooms, having been assigned them in June, and
all the seventh graders and newcomers go to the Hall and are
helped in registering by the guidance teacher and the Vice-
principal. They are then assigned to home rooms according to
program, (Jeneral, Practical Arts, Language. The home room
sponsors explain the home room, its purpose, what takes place
in the home room, and how it differs from the regular classes.
All pupils who have not filled in the Pupil Record card do so
at this time. Under the direction of the home room teachers
the program cards are made out in triplicate; one for the
office, one for the Guidance Teacher, and one for the pupil to
keep. The home room teacher explains the location in the
building of the various rooms and explains the numbering system
cc
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She also aoqnaints the olass with the time sohednle, the fire
drill and air-raid signals, and the Doctor's bell. The sponsors
try immediately to build up an air of friendship in the class-
room and the sponsor tries to convey to the members of her
olass her interest in them and her desire to help them in
any way possible. At the end of the first day the students
are well equipped to start changing classes and on the follow-
ing day each girl begins her work for the new year.
Guidance in the Home Room:-
Eaoh morning before classes begin there is a twenty minute
period in the home room and the following topics are discussed
which help in the Orientation and Guidance of the student:
1. Flan of building, location of: assembly hall,
lunchroom. Office, library, shops. Medical Room.
2. Assignment of traffic monitors and explanation
of their duties.
3. Discussion of Assembly Programs which take place
every Monday
4. Development of desirable personal relations with
the members of the class, the school.
5. Guiding students in all phases of their interests
and activities.
6. Making desirable contacts with the family.
7. Encouraging participation in programs and
activities of the home room.
f
8. Development of desirable qualities of citizenship:
a. Loyalty
b. Cooperation
0. Good sport emanship
d. Honesty
e. Courtesy
f. Kindness
g. Effloienoy
h« Cleanliness
1. Trustworthiness
J. Dependability
( each quality is discussed separately and in detail
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Pupil Be cord
1* Fame
2. Age
3. Grade
4. Parent's name
6, Parent's address
6« Telephone number
?• Father's oooupation
8« Mother's occupation
9. Do you walk to and from sohool?
10. In what activities did you take part last year?
11. In what sohool activities do you plan to take part this
year?
12. What course are you taking'?'
13. Do you eirpect to go to high sohool? College?
14. Do you have regular employment outside the home? 7/hat?
Where? Hours per week? Romaneratlon?

Orientation to School
Grade TII Approximate Tine Allotment
10 periods
I* Theme
The purpose of this tinlt is to Introduce the pupil to
the school, to familiarize her with her new school subjects,
and to help her to hecome an asset to the school.
II. Specific Objectives
1. To help the pupil to bridge the gap between
elementary school and junior high school.
2. To acquaint the girl with the school In
order that she may maike a satisfactory
adjustment to her new environment.
3. To assist the pupil In directing her extra-
curricular activities and to stress the
Importance of a proper attitude toward her
school work.
4. To help the student become a good school
citizen by acquainting her with the customs,
and standard practices of the school.
5. To familiarize the new pupil with the vari-
ous student organizations of the school and
to emphasize the benefits derived from these
organizations.
6. To galde the pupil In a realization of her

Specific Objectives (continued),
responBibilitleB for education,
7, To give the pupil information about the
school when she needs it most and in this
way the pupil will not have to leaim by
the trial and error method.
Ill, Content
A* Pamillarlze the pupils with the purpose of a course
in Guidance:^
1, To Know Your School 3etter
You will be helped to understand what your
school can do for you, to choose electlves,
to build good study habits, and to use all
the opportunities which your school offers
for your developToent both in work and play.
2. To Know Yourself Better
The guidance hour will help you to disoovei
your own strengths and weaknesses. It will
show you where your special talents and
interests will be useful and what you can
do to strengthen yourself where there are
lacks and gaps in your achievement.
1/ H,L,Holbrook and A.L.MoGrregor, Our Junior High School , pp. 30-
, Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1940.
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3, To Know the World of Worlc Better
Typloal occnpatlons will "be studied as yon
aalre progress through the junior high
school so that yon will not only know more
occupations brit yon will discover how to
collect facts about any occupation In whlcl
you are Interested.
4, The Plan for Future Training
Your guidance class will help you to chart
your full school course and will help yon
to know In what other ways you can get
training for the work which you want to do.
5, To Plan a 7Jell-balanced Life
While everyone wants a job when he or she
has completed her education, everyone also
wants to live a happy, satlsfi''lng life.
Hobby Interests should be built up In the
Junior high school years. Health habits
should be formed; recreation planned for;
and time and money properly budgeted. Your
junior high school guidance will consider
with you all these matters of happy living.
3. Enumerate and discuss In detail the responsibilities
32

Content ( continued),
of a junior high school pupil
1. Responsibility to Self
It is your duty to learn as much as possible
in the time you spend in the classroom. If
you do not avail yourself of your present
opportunities, you will be the loser.
2. Responsibility to Parents
Your compensation to your parents is that
you succeed, Tou owe them your best ef-
forts to learn all you can,
3. Responsibility to School
School was established for your education.
Success and reputation of any school depend
upon its pupils. It is your duty to be a
good school citizen and student at all timei
4. Responsibility to Teachers
You owe your teachers courtesy, helpfulness,
and loyalty. It is your responsibility to
cooperate with your teachers in their ef-
fort to assist you to get an education.
5. Responsibility to Classmates
It is your responsibility to help and never
to hinder your classmates in their search
1/ M.DetJen and E,I)et jen. Home Room Guidance Programs foi the
"Tunic r High School Years
.
p . 241 , Jto ston: Houghton Mi fflin"^ ,TTg'40
.
r
Oontent f oontlnued)
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for an ednoatlon. You owe them conduct
which in no way disturbs those who are
studying.
6. Responsibility to Community
Citizens In the community are paying for
your education. In return. It Is your re-
sponsibility to become a good citizen. It
Is your duty to respect those In authority
and to do everything in your power to pro-
tect the school and other public property.
C« Discuss the Advantages of an Educatlonl/
Define education : Education is not merely an
accumulation of knowledge, but it is a
means of improving the individual, of de-
veloping his talents, and of fitting him to
fill his place in the world intelligently
and usefully.
1. Advantage
8
a. Cultural
(1) Knowing more about the world in which
one lives and of being able to appreci-
ate finer things of life.
(2) Developing one's latent talents and
natural aptitudes.
I/Detjen and Detjen, op. cit., pp. 255-256.
r
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(3) Education helps one to meet pirobleme
of life.
b. Social
(1) Education offers a better chance of
heoomlng a leader in one's work, in the
comunlty, or in the nation.
(2) Educated person is usually a more valu-
able citizen because he has ability to
contribute more to the welfare of the
oomciunity •
f3) Education raises one in the respect of
his fellows.
0. Economic Advantages
(1) Education helps one for work which re-
quires skill, and which is Interesting.
(2) Educated person has more chance for
advancement.
D. Point out the necessity of having definite school rules
and regulations and the responsibility of the pupils ir
obeying them. Explain to class the chief rales and
regulations of the school
5
1. Absence—- A pupil who has been absent from
school mast bring a note to her
home room teacher from home.

Content (continued).
2» Tardiness—- If a pupil reaches school
after the last bell at 8145
she is tardy and must re-
port to the detention room
at the close of school for
15 minutes for the first
offense and 30 minutes for
every other time.
3. Medical Room I!o girl is to go to the
Medical Room without a
pass from either the
home room sponsor or
classroom teacher. If a
pupil is to be sent home
she must receive a perml
from the nurse or doctor
and return same to home
room teacher before
leaving the building.
(4) Traffic Regulations Traffic should
be to the right
at all times.
Pupils are re-
quired to remain

Content f oontinned)
•
on school property throughout the day.
'^hen they are In the playground, they are
requested to keep away from parts of the
hulldlng In which classes are being held.
Pupils should go down the right hand
staircases and up the left hand ones.
Follow arrows and use stairs as marked,
"Downward Traffic", "Upward Traffic".
E.Plre Drill Regulations—
-
Absolute quiet must be maintained at all
times. Use fire exit of the room you are
In or if In Hall leave by nearest exit.
Pupils should take no books or wraps ex-
cept those they are wearing. Lines must
be kept regular and the return to the
building must be quiet and orderly.
6.Dally Program-—
Building is opened at 8:16 and all pupils
who find it necessary to enter building
must obtain a pass from the teacher who
wishes them early. All pupils report to
home room at 8:30 ; tardy bell rings at
8:45 • Classes begin at 9:10. Periods are
45 minutes long, 4 in morning; 3 in after|(-
noon. Lunch at 12, those who wish to go
r
Content foontimied).
home Eay, classes restune at 1:10; dismissal
at 3:25.
E* Aoqiiaint pupils with the personnel
1, oTiperintendent
2. Assistant Superintendents fbe sure class knows
the name of the assistant superintendent in
charge of the district)
3, School Committee I'embers
4. Read IiCaster
5, Two Vice-principals
6. Attendance officer
?• Guidance directors
?• Familiarize pupils with the social activities of the
school
1, Seventh jrade acquaintance party
2. Christmas program (parents are invited to
attend)
3, May Song festival fGlee Club activity)
4. Eighth grade picnic
6. Bicycle party
6. Graduation party
7, Graduation (parents are invited to attend)
t(
Content ^ continued )
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G. Discuss the system of records
1. I^eport cards, . .slven out at the end of every
tTfo raonths.
Office record life history record of each
pupil enroller! in the school. Contains all
{grades, test ratings, and all information
helpful in Tmowing the pupil better,
3. Health record health card with eye and ear
test results .conmento of nurse and doctor on
each physicp-l examination.
H. Discussion of the raarldn^ system
1. (Jrades use of lettering system; explanation
is given on all re^vt cards. A, excellent;
B, good; C, passable; D, failure, pass on con-
dition; F, failure, loss of credit.
£• promotion requirements passing grade in all
subjects.
!• Acquaint class with extra-curricular activities and
requirements for entrance:
1. Sports Club entrance depends upon the pass-
ing of a phyalcel examination given by the
school doctor. If a pupil is failing in two
major subjects, she must drop out of the
club
.

Content f continned )
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Glee ClTi"b entrance depends upon the
quality of the Ginning voice and the ability
to read nuslo.
3, Language Clnh open only to the girls In
the 3panl53h division who show a special
ability In the subject.
4, Honeraalring Club open only to girls in the
Spanish and ^reneral Division who are passing
in all subjects. Failure in more than two
subjects means forfeiting membership in the
olub.
J. Discuss the effects of absence
1. T^ffect on the individual
a. lowers grades and brings about failures
in school subjects.
b. Continual absence frequently caiises a
pupil to lose interest and become dis-
couraged and indifferent.
c. Loss of interest causes pupil to develoi
habits of laziness and inattention.
d. Pupil who is frequently absent usually
lacks the quality of dependability.
e. The pupil who remains out of school
without a good reason often deadens
his sense of honor by having his
i /.uet.leTi and Detjen.op.oit. .pp.41-4g
.
40
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e. (continued)
parent!? write false excuses or "by
haying his friends forge notes for
him.
8. Bffeot on class
a. Progress of entire class is often
retarded for the "benefit of pupils
who have fallen behind with their
work due to irregular attendance,
"b. The absence of individuals effects
the rating of the whole group in
attendance contests.
0. The morale of the class may be lowered
by the poor attendance of some of its
members.
1. The tardy person lacks cooperation and
dependability.
2. Tardy pupil disturbs whole class when late
because teacher has to stop and change
attendance records.
K. The effects of tardiness
I. Acquaint the class with the meaning of The Good
School Citizeni/
oGraw Hill Book -Company , 193'57
Room Guidance
, pp . 312-313 . New York:
c(
Content (continued).
1. The good school citizen in the home room,
a. Helps to keep the room neat and tidy^
b. Participates freely in its programs
and activities.
o. Boosts and promotes its interests,
d. Criticizes constructively.
2. The good school citizen in the classroom
a. Reports to class promptly.
b. IB attentive to, and is interested in,
his work.
0. Prepares his lessons himself , carefully
d. Has all his material ready for inaaed-
iate use.
e. Does his v/ork punctually and regularly
f. Is courteous; does not ridicule, in-
terrupt, snap fingers, etc.
g. Does not borrow without permission.
h. Orlticizes self more than classnates.
3. The good school citizen in the corridor
a. Takes off his hat when entering
building.
b. Stays to the right and keeps moving.
0. Follows traffic rules and customs,
d. TJalks briskly but does not run or
crowd.
48

Content (continued).
e. Avoids loud talking, yelling, whistling
eto.
f • Passes promptly and silently during
fire drill.
M. D180U88 with the class how education has advanced in
America and what it has helped America to achieve,
(see accompanying sheet)
4. The good school citizen in the assembly
a. Takes his seat promptly and quietly.
b. TiveB careful and courteous attention*
c. Shows appreciation cordially but not
excessively.
d. Participates whol'^heartedly in singing
e. Criticizes programs constructively.
5. The good school citizen in the cafeteria
a. Keeps his proper place in the line.
b. lo courteous to cafeteria assistants.
c. Is quiet and orderly while eating.
d. Deposits refuse in receptacles pro-
vided,
e. Leaves floor, table, and chair clean
and tidy.
f. Places stool under table before leav-
ing.
^3
c
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6. The f^ood sohool citizen in the office
a. , 'Toes to the office only when necessary
b. vStates his business quietly and
briefly.
c. Does not listen to the business of
others.
d. Remerabers '^please" and "thank you".
e. Is courteous to all office assistants.
7. The good school citizen on the school ground
a. Kelps to keep premises free from trash
and refuse.
b. Discourages defacing of sohool property
0. TTses sohool property and equipment
properly,
d. Kncourages proper care of grass,
flowers, trees, etc.
8. '^he good school citizen is :
a. Loyal
b. Honest
0. Reliable
d. Cooperative
e. Law-abiding
f. Courteous
g. Kind
h. Efficient
1. Clean
44
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IV. Aotivltles
A. Covering the phases of Ahsence and Tardiness
* !• list some legitimate reasons for absence
and tardiness. How are these dealt with
In "bnslness *^
* 2, Apx^oint a oommlttee to interview some prom-
inent h-aslncss man in the community for the
purpose of finding out what particular rules
are made for ahcence and tardiness.
3. List the ^ood and had effects of tardiness.
4. Is tardlnesp ever justifiable ^ Illustrate.
5. ^hat necessitates the use of time clocks
in larr;?. organ! r.ations ?
* 6. Conduct a debate: P.esolved that "Tardiness
is a social evil." "The tardy person is
discourteous." "A pupil who is never absent
or tardy is a i<^od school citizen."
7. List ways that imnecessary absence can be
prevented.
8. Wh;? Is it usually true that "one day's
absence really means tv^o ?"
9. What happens when employees are absent ?
10. Do you think that a pupil should have to
pay the school money every time he is il-
legally absent *> ?^rite your reasons.

A6
Aotivltles foontlmed)
11. Write a paper on "The effects of absen-
teeism in war plants."
12. Does tardiness harm fa) self, fb) others,
fo) everybody concerned " How ? ( to be
written and passed in ).
13. Illustrate how punctuality contributes to
self-respect.
* 14. Administer check list on tardiness.
(see accoropanying sheet)
* 15. Bisouss Case Studies (see accompanying
sheet)
.

ICase Studies
A. A seventh grade pjirl ptp.yed out of school on very
little exouse« Several tines she cansed her class to have
the poorest attendance In the "biilldlng. She claimed she did
not like school beo9.nse her teachers and classTnates nagged her
Do you think this was tme ^ '^hat do yon suppose was the real
trouble ? Do you suppose this ^UtI was happy in school ? How
could matters have been Improved
B. Three boys v^ere absent from class or. a day when dif-
ferent kinds of saws were dismissed, A few lessons later, they
needed to saw a piece of wood and did not know which saw to
use or how to use it, How did this a.ffect the rest of the
class ^ '^at did the teacher have to do ^
C. A girl in the eighth grade was absent for several
days. Most of the time she was too sick to study or read,
"^hen she returned to school she did extra work to make up for
the work she missed, Ghe finally caught up with her class,
but for a long time she was not sure of herself in class
recitation or discussion, ^ha.t was the reason for liiis ?
How might it have affected her if she had not made up her
work ?
D. Marjr was never in time for school. Her excuse was
that she had to get her two younger brothers off to school.
Her teacher appealed to her to try to get to school on time
and 90 did her classmates, as their class had the poorest
record in the school. Boon the girls in the class were not

80 friendly to Mary. How was I^ary hurting herself ? What
oould she have done to get to school on time ^ Was she being
a good school oltlzen ?
Additional Case Studies
A girl in an office was regularly ten to fifteen minutes
late. Her employer was displeased but did not like to dis-
charge her. The other girls were resentful and decided to be
late, too. -he office force began to straggle in from nine
to nine fifteen, and work was late in starting. The result
was that the employer discharged not only the girl who was
late, but three others, "'ere the other three girls right in
feeling that they had been punished for another's fault ^
A boy who was one of the safety captains at the fire
drill was one half minute late in getting to his post. He
lost his office without a second chance, although he had
wHat he considered a good e:5ronse. The principal told him
no excuses were accepted during fire drill, "^as this severe ?
^^hy flia the principal take this stand ? "^ould you have accept-
ed the excuse ?
(4
(
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Bm Covering the phases of Eduoation and (ruidanoe
1. Why do we need education ?
2, What do we mean "by eduoation ?
* 3. The following is a quotation from Sydney
Smith— "The real object of education Is
to give children resources that will en-
dure as long as life endures."
Hake a list of the resources that you
eicpeot elucatlon to give you that will en-
dure as long as life endures,
* 4, Conduct a debate on any of the following :
a. Resolved: "That boys and girls should
be educated separately."
b. Resolved! "That every student should
be "kept In school until she graduates."
0. Heeolved: "That marks should be
abolished.
"
5. Ask one of your grandparents or some
person of about the same age to describe
the kind of school he or she attended,
^rlte out an account of this using your own
worcls.
6. List tflie varloais advantages which your
school has over these.

Aotivlties (continued)
7, I'ake a list of all eu'bjeots found In your
school. Then cross off the ones that you
feel reasonably sure were not offered In
your parents* day. 3e prepared to discuss
reasons for this difference,
8. How is your school different from the
earlier school In raaterial, methods,
hours, teachf^rs, equipment, organization,
purpose ?
* 9. Find out all you can about the early educa-
tional history of Boston, "'hen was Guidance
introduced into the curriculum ? Explain
the need for guidance.
*
^0. Define : attitude, interest, and skill.
^•hat is an attitude ? Explain carefully.
How cm school help you to change your
attitudes "> How can you help yourself ?
11. That do you suppose is meant by ^idanoe ?
12. Do you think that guidance is more im-
portant now than ever before ? List your
reasons.
* 13. 'That do you think is meant by the following
types of guidance :
a. Personal
b. Educational
0. Social
d. YocatlonaL
e. Recreational
50
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Activities (continued)
14, List reasons why pupils receive falling
mnrks. Are there Important things which
marks do not measure ? List some of them.
C. In General
1. VFhy Is It advisable that certain traffic
rules be enforced In a school where all
classes chan^je every period ?
2. Kame all the situations which you think
call for some specific repilations which
should be understood and respected by each
pupil of the school.
*3. ^at school refTLilatlons do you think are
most frequently broken Can you suggest
means of remedying this situation ?
4. List some of the problems that newcomers
have to face when they enter your school.
* 5. Conduct a debate:
a. Resolvad: "That the first six weeks
of the scdiool year are more Important
than the last six weeks."
^" the factors one should consider In
choosing a club or an activity. '.7hlch are
most In^ortant ^ Why
(
5S
Activities f contintied)
* 7. Aanlnl strati on of the following :
a. Mental Ability Test
"b. nheck List for Students
0. Identifying Information on Family
Baok^roTind
(Bee acoorapanyin^ sheet for b and g )
* These activities are a part of the class work. The
students are responsible for becoming familiar with all
activities and one written report is required.
y. Desired Outcomes
1, Kaoh pupil familiar with the various school
organisations and the benefits of each.
P. An understanding of extra-curricular activ-
ities and their importance.
3. An appreciation of education and the re-
aponslbllities of the student in acquiring an
education,
4. An understanding of the purposes of the
guidance class,
5, Plach pupil aware of her responsibilities in
becoming a good school citizen.
6, A thorough acquaintance with the school ;
a complete understanding of the rules and
regulations; for the purpose of making a
sat is factors'- adjustment.
r(
Teaching Aids

Check List for Students
(reneral Info rmation
Check (x) or fill in the items whioh apply to you:
1. Boy - - - Grlrl - - - Age - - - Grade - - - -
2. What is the name of the school you came from - - - -
3. Do you live with both parents? - - - -
with mother? - - - -
with father?
with guardian? - - - -
Other situation (specify) ----------
4« How many older brothers have you' ------
younger brothers'!' ------
older sisters'^ - - -
younger sisters'^ ------
6. How many of your brothers and sisters are living at home'='
6. How many relatives other than parents,brothers, and sisters
are living in yonr homo? -
7. Do you assist with hone duties" Yes - - - No - - -
How many hours per week'!* -------
8. Do you receive a regular allowance*^ Yes - - - Ko - - -
9. Do you work for pay outride your own home? Yes - - - Fo - -
10. If so, how many hours per week" ------
How much pay do you receive each week'^
11. Is your father employed*- Yes - - - Ko - - -
1?.« 7.f employed, what is his present employraenf?
13. 1 8 your mother employed? Yes - - - Ko - - -
14. If so, what is her present employment*^ - -- -- -- -- -
This is to be kept on file with (Juidance Teacher. There is
one for each pupil.

IDEHTIFYIlia INPOHMATIOK MD FAMILY BACKGHOUHD *
Dlreotions: Pill in "blanks as accurately and as completely as
possible*
Date 19
Student's Ilane Boy - - -Girl-
Last First Middle
Sate of Birth
Address - - -
I!onth
number Street
Elementary School - - - -
Date Year
City
Father
Place of Birth •
— - _
-Telephone - -
Date Graduated -
Mo the r
name --------------
aome Address -----------
Occupation -----------
Business or "Torking Address - - -
Country of Birth --------
American Citizen --------
Race or Nationality -------
Years in Junior High School - - -
Years in High School ------
Years in College - — ------
Name of College ---------
If deceased. Date of Death - - - -
Name of Brothers
Older Younger
Name of Sisters
Older Younger
Other rJembers of Family
Check X those who have attencTed High School
Other Relatives in thf? Home - - -
Language Spoken in the Home ---------------
Are Parents Separated or JlYoroed? - - - Date ------
Do lou Have a Step-Father? - - - - Name ----- --
Do You Have a Step-IIother? - - - - Name - -- -- -- --
Do You Live I'/ith a Guardian? Name
(This Information to be kept on file in the office with each
record card of each pupil)
* H.D.HI chardson. Individual Guidanoe Record. Chicago:
Science Research Associates, 1941.

Cheok List on Absence and Tardiness*
Read the following reasons for tardiness. If yon think
the reason Is justifiable or good, place G in front of It. If
yoTi think It Is unjustifiable or a poor excuse, place P in spac^
- -
-a. The clock was wrong.
- -
-b. I had to go to the store before breakfast.
- -
-c. Street car or bus was late.
- - - d.It was raining or snowing.
- -
-e. My chum was not ready; I had to wait for her.
- -
-f. Mot a friend going to store ;had to go with her.
- -
-g. Could not find hat, coat, gloves, or books.
- -
-h. Had morning delivery route.
- -
-1. Mother did not call me in time.
- -
-J. Had to help mother before starting for school.
- -
-k. Did not get up In time.
- -
-1. The family had company the night before; we slept late.
- -
-m. Forgot excuse for previous day^s absence and had to
return for it.
- -
-n. Stopped on the street to talk to a friend.
- -
-0. There was a fire and I stopped to watch it.
- -
-p. Stopped to see a sick friend,
- -
-q. Lost my oar check and had to walk.
- -
-r. My car wouldn't start.
- -
-8. I don't care whether I'm late or not.
* Taken from: Harry C. MoKowin. Home Room Guidance
,
pp. 252. .
.
New York: MoGraw Hill Book cA., 1934.
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WHAT EDUCATIOK HAS HELPKD AlffiHICA TO ACHIETP: *
1. Rapid deTelopment of a wilderness Into a great nation,
2. Marvelous oommeroial ancl Industrial expansion.
3. Highest respect ever accorded woman.
4. Development of high standards of living,
5. High level of Intellectual life hy common people.
6. New emphasis on, and appreciation of, childhood and home
life.
7. Development of democratic Ideals.
8. A new successful growth of self-government.
* Harry C. McKowan. Home !^oom Giildance t p.J527. Hew York
MoGraw Hill Book Co. , 1934.

Ob jeotlve Test
Below yon will find several statements. Some of them are
true and some are false. Read each statement carefully. If
you think that It is true,underscore "true". If you think that
it 1b false, underscore ''false".
True ?al se 1. The mark of A Is the best mark the pupil can
earn In his classes.
True ?alse 2. Running in the hall between classes is a fine
thing to do.
fit tffciru© jraxse O • me principal s oxxioe is m hab oasemenx.
True False 4. If a pupil is sick, she should see the nurse.
True False 5. Loud applause in the assembly is proper.
True jalse 6. Lost books should be reported to the home room
teacher.
True False 7. If a pupil has been late, she does not need an
excuse
•
True False 8. V7hen a pupil brings a bicycle to school, she
should leave it in the basement.
True False 9, Any girl may be a member of the Glee Club.
True False 10. It is your duty to learn as much as possible
in the time you are in the classroom.
At the end of each of the following statements there are a
number of possible ansv/ers, but only one correct answer. Read
each statement and underscore the answer which is proper, or
correct.
1. ^/hen a pupil becomes sick she should see: the janitor, the
principal, the nurse, the hj^giene teacher,
2. After eating, the pupil should put his sdiled dishes in:
his pocket, the waste basket, the dish bins, the closet.llbrarjjr
3. The signal for the fire drill is: a loud whistling, four
rings on the main gong, a yell by the janitor, three rings
on the main gong a pause and four more rings.
4, Absence affects the pupil by: a loss of interest in school
subjects, making her a better student, developing her at-
tention.

Ob jeotlTe Test (continued)
6« When a pupil Is oontlnuouBlj' tardy eho: lacks dependability,
she becomes a better student, she raises the standing of her
class,
6, The way I can get the most out of school Is: to spend all
my spare time reading, studying, and worldng, to go In for
some student activity ancJ do my school work well, to make
every one have a good time and secure a lot of friends.
?• The Ideal pupil does Ms work In order to: become an asset
to the community, gain more money In later life because of
his ability to do highly paid work, to get high marks in
school work,
8, The chief value of education is: to make money and associate
with interesting people, to be helpful to other people and of
use to the community, to appear to advantage in society and
and to be envied by others,
9, My responsibility to my fello»7 students and neighbors Is:
to do them no harm if I can avoid it, to act toward them as
I would like them to act toward me, to treat them with po-
liteness at all times.
10, The best citizen Is one who: never harms anyone else, tries
to better the oommonity, minds his own business.
Key True False
1, True 1.
2, False 2.
3, False 3.
4, True 4.
5, False 5.
6, False 6,
7, False
8, True 7,
9, False 8,
lO-True
9,
10,
Key- - - IMltlple Choice
the nurse
the dish bins
four rings on the main gong
loss of Interest in school subjects
lacks dependability
to go in for some student activity and
do my school work well
to become an asset to the community
to be helpful to other people and of
use to the community
to act toward them as I would like them
to act toward me
tries to better the community
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Learning How To Study
"I never did anything by accident, nor did any of my
Inventions come directly throii^jh accident except the phonograph
Ho, when I have. fully decided that a result Is worth getting,
I
go ahead on it and make trial after trial until It comes true."
Thomas A. Edison
Grade TII Approximate Time Allotment
6 periods
I. Theme
The purpose of this unit Is to aid the pupils In
formulating definite objectives and to know how to
achieve success In learning,
II. Specific Objectives
1. To stimulate the pupil to fiirther growth
and learning*
2* To teach pupil how to study more effectively.
3. To encourage the girl to apply herself rather
than merely to "put in time" at her studies.
4« To help the pupil realize that school success
depends a good deal on correct study habits.
5. To aid the pupil in reflective thinking and
problem solving to help with present and
future education.
6. To give the student a clear idea as to what
constitutes a good pattern of study con-
ditions.

6£
III. Content
It is Important that "boys and girls learn to study.
They oust hegin early to lay the foundation of proper study
habits. They must learn and practice the rules for study. They
must hegin to disoover Juet why their school marks are low, and
to make definite plans for ImproYeaent.
Just as scholarship is the key to success, so is
study the key to scholarship. '.7e are all familiar with the
story of Lincoln studying "by the fireside in order to prepare
himself for the career of lawyer. 'Ve also rememher how Bdison
worked long hours in his laboratory upon his latest invention.
These men learned how to study. Their knowledge was thorough
and oompleteT^
A. Conditions for Study^
1. A qiiiet place for hone study where the
family will not bother you and where
you cannot hear the radio. If possible,
have a room of your own with a study
table or desk.
2, A good light coming from your left .You
cannot afford to study under constant
eye strain.
!?. A tomperature of about 68 degrees. Ho
student can do her best in a hot room.
l/ Prank S.Endioott. One Hundred Guidance Lessons, p. 44.
Pennsylvania: International Text Book Company.
2/ ?rank S.Endioott, op. cit., p. 54.

6g
Content (continued)
4. A chair with a straight back. You will
find that you will foel more like working
if you uae an ordinary chair, not one witl
a soft cushion. Soft cushions are for res1«
5. All your inaterials at hand. These include
pencils, pen and ink, notebooks, paper and
textbooks.
6. Plenty of sleep every night. Your mind
will not be keen and fresh while your body
is slow and sluggish because of insuffi-
cient re?5t the night before.
7. Carefully planned exercises and a well-
regulated diet. There is a direct rela-
tion bet^veen mental and physical fitness.
B. Hules for Study *
1. Budget your time, setting aside a time for
every subject every day.
2. Make a careful record of every assignment in
a special notebook for that purpose.
3. Be sure that you provide proper conditions
for study before you begin.
4. Tackle your hardest work first, while you are
fresh.
* Frank S» Endicott. One Hundred Guidance Lessons, p. 56.
Pennsylvania: International Text Book Company.

Content (continued)
5. Don't waste time getting started. Plunge
Into your worlr r^ith all the determining poweij
you can ouster lil^e a football player,
"hitting the line."
6. TfeTlew the main points In the last lesson
before beginning the next. Cn Friday, review
thfl entire weelt's work.
7. Read over the whole assignment quickly to gelj
the main points. Then go over It again to
get the details.
8. T^ake a written outline of each lesson, listing
tho Important points and making brief expla-
nations in your words. Tri^ to find relation^
shlpn between chapters, paragraphs, or other
divisions of material you read.
9. Look up any new words you meet. Take time
then and there to learn them. Have a place
in your notebook rhero you write down these
new words and their meanings. Review them
often.
10. Take time to study all naps, charts, er.d
footnotes- Use other te^ts suggested by the
teacher.
11. In committing material to memory, lesm It
as a whole. Go over It quickly first, then
more carefully, then again until you have It.

Content (continued)
1P.» If you are lep.mlng rules or vocabulary,
repeat then aloud or write them until you
know them.
13. 7hen you finish reading a lesson, close
your hook and recite it to yourself. Ask
yourself questions as if you were a teaoherg
14. Do your own work. Don't get help until you
have really tried to flgiire it out' for your-
self.
15. Don't he satisfied with half-mastery or jiisl
'^getting hy". fJet the satlBfaction which
comes from doing a thorough piece of work.
3. Learning the Art of Concentration *
1. F-llralnate as far as possible the causes of
distraction.
2. Ag noon as yen have assembled your material,
tackle your lesson at once.
3. Keep your purpose clearly in mind.
4. Force your mind to attend to the lesson.
5. "^hen you really become tired and fatigued,
rest a mlmite or two. Move around a bit,
if possible get some fresh air, then return
to your "Work.
* Prank S. Endioott, op. cit. p. 58.
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Content foontlmied)
The ability to conoprtrate Is the ability to keep your ralnd
on your work and not allow It to wander off Into Idle day-
dreams, or be attracted by what Is going on around you while
you are studying, Daydreacilng, and concentration are both
habits, and one l3 ae e&Blly formed as the other. Habits are
the result of constant practice and repetition. Therefore,
If you would learn the art of concentration, begin at once
to follow tbe nrlven directions.
D. Point out the T'otlves for Study :
1. This subject will be of much importance to me
In connection with my next year or in connection
with my college work or my career.
5. I am Qoinpi to make good in anything which I
iindertake , thlR subject Included.
3. T am ^o±ng to keep ray reputation for successful
work, even if this subject seems uninteresting
to me.
4. It is costing me something to get my education,
and I ai? going to get my money's worth.
6. I want the approval of my parents, my teachers,
and my friends. I must not disappoint them.
Therefore, I must not neglect this subject.
6. I must not fail in this subject, or ray graduation
will become more difficult.
7. If others can master this subject, I^ can.

Content (continued)
£• How to Tork Problems in Ilatheraatlos
1. Read the entire problem.
2. Re-read It, writing out what Is given and what
iB reqxilred,
3. Solve the problem,
4. A.8k yourself the question , "Is m^ answer reason-
able?"
P» How to Study a History Lesson
1. Read the entire lesson through once.
2. Pick out its important points by outlining.
3. Question yourself about the lesson.
4. Re-read important parts.
5. Apply your learning by re-telling others or by
comparison with what another history says.
Gr. Point out to class the important factors which must
be considered in making a time schedule for study.
1. When to study . I'ost authorities agree that it
is best to study as snon after class as possible
The assignment and points covered are still
fresh in mind. If you do this you will remembei
the material better.
2. Where to s.tudy . Some study should doubtless be
done at home. If you have sufficient study
periods in school in which to complete your
work, then study at home will not be necessary.

Contorxt f continued)
Sometlnee honi« nonAltlone raake It very difficult
to study thf^re. In that case, concentrate on your
work In school and do not waste time in supervised
study r.f^riods.
^* -jP^ needed for study . Students work at differ-
ent rates. You should know whether you work
core slowly, or More rapidly than the average
pupil in your olass. Hany pupils spend muoh
wore time fhnn others on the sane aBsignments
•
H. Show olass how to build a study time schedule.
(See accompanying sheet for illustration).
IV. Activities
* A. Pick oTit ten study rules which you are already ob-
serving with consistency. Pick out ten which you
need to emphasize in practice,
* B, The following are some important qualities necessary
for success in jrour fut\ire work. Obtain a f^ood def-
inition of each :
1. Concentration
2. Alertness
3. Initiative
4. Thoroughness
£. Endurance

Activities (oontinued)
C. Many pupils eay thejr dislike home work. Are they
right in this p.ttitTif\e ? Since one cannot learn
without study, whfit good solution for the prohlem
can you sug^^est ^
*!)• Make a list of reasons why students are failing in
subjects. Brinp^ to class for disouBSion.
* K. Take Self Hating Chart . (see aooompanying sheet)
P» Project : ^ind out from each student her weakest
study habits as revealed by self-rating chart.
Discover which of these are scored lowest by the
group as a whole and conduct class diectission on
reasons why this is so,
* G, Many business men and executives have a calendar
pad on their desks on which they write down what
they are going to do each day. Show how this is
really the budget idea in another form, 'Trite
report to bje passed in » 3est ones to be read In
class ,
H, List some of the desirable habits that one would
develop in keeping an assignment notebook. How
might these habits serve him well in some vocation
in later life ?
* I, Make a study schedule similar to one developed in
class (see accompanying sheet) and submit same to
teacher for criticism.
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Activities fccntlmed)
J. Visit the library and observe the study rules there.
K. Plan a series of study steps for a lesson in the
following subjects :
1. Geography
2. English
3. Kconomios
* L. Administer: Study Habits Inventory
* M. Conduct Panel Discussion on :"Gan we do anything to
remedy the conditions that interfere with study ?
If so, which one should we consider first ?"
* These activities are "rqists." The class is required to
become familiar with ell activities and they are held
responsible for those that are starred,
V, Desired Outcomes
!• An understanding of the proper conditions for study.
2. An appreciation of the necessity of good habits of
study for further p^rowth and learning.
3. An understanding of the necessity of a time schedule
4. A desire on the part of each pupil to make every
moment of study time count for something of value.
5. To Instill into each pupil the desire for further
education and the value of education.

Teaching Aids
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A SEL? P.ATIFG CHART ?0K YOUR STUDY HABITS *
Read each of the following questions oarefiilly and put
a cross fX} in the colr.'Tr that rialree the truest statement about
yourself.
Alraost fome- Very
Always times Seldon
1. Do you malce a hudjFt or
schedule of your study time ?
2. Do you follow it ?
3. Do you write down or mark
carefully each day's nsei(;nment ?
4. Do you review the l^iRt lesnori
before you start the next ^
5. Do you begin your work at
once without waptlns tine ^
6» Do you stic^c to eoch leeson
until it is finished ?
7. Do you keep your mind
constantly on your work
without daydreaming
8. Do you read different parts
of your lesson the seoond time
9. Do you make written outline
a
or take written notes when you
read your lesson ?
10 • Do you finish all your asPignment ^
11. Do you look up all new words ^
12. Do you study in a quiet place
at home ?
Total Score
Score yourself as directed below.
Each (X) in the Almost Always column counts 10 points.
Each fx) in the Sometimes column counts 5 points.
Jach fx) in the Very Seldom column counts points.
* Frank S. Endicott, op. cit.,p.47.

Biiliaing My Time Study Schedule
Period Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
I
II
III
IT
V
VI
VII
Home
Pill In the naraes of the classes that you have. 3lank spaces
represent study periods. Use "St." and the name of the sub-
ject to show which siihjeot you intend to study in that per-
iod. Make two copies of this schedule. lass one in for
critioisra.

H0^T7. LEARNIKa QUESTIOKHAIRE *
!• Do you flttidy re^nil^irly at home ?
2. If not, how Ao iron, ur© your free time ?
3. If you do, about how nuoh time do you spend ?
4. How many mibjeotn do you p-^'opare re^jularly at home ?
'^ich ones ?
5« Do you have a re^^ilar nohedule or proifjram for study at
home Do you follow it rcf^ilarly ?
6, Do your parents permit you to go out on school nights
7» Do your parents encourage home study ?
8. How many parties, novles, etc., have you attended on
Rohcol nightfs during: the last four weeks ?
9. How large is your family ^
10. Is any langrua^*^ other than Kng^lish spoken in your home
11. There at home do you study
IP., Do others use the room at the same time ?
V6* Do you have a place of your own for your books, papers, etc?
14, 'vhat papers and maga?;ine3 ocme to your home ?
16. How much free tine do yon have after sc2>ool for play
and exercise ?
16. How do you use thi'5 time ?
17. Do you have employment after sohool ? 5hat ?
18. Do you have church, psocial, music, or other duties after
school ?
19. At what time do you usually go to bed ?
How many hours do you sleep ?
1?L

HOME LEARMHG QTTESTIONKA.ISE * (oontlmied)
20. ^Ich one of your soibjeots requires the most preparatl
r/hl oh,least ?
21« In which siihjeot are you most Interested ?
22. Do you like to go to Fchool ? V/hy (or why not) ?
23# Do you intend to finish high sohool ?
24. Do you receive help on your studies at home ?
From whom ?
25. In what subjects do you receive help ?
26. Jupt what does he or she do to help you ?
27. '"^hat does study mean to you ?
( Pupils need not sign this sheet )
* Harry C. MoKovvan. Home I^oom "^ul dance ,p.g57. New York:
MoGraw Hill Book Company, 1937.

STUDY-HABITS INVENTORY
Revised Edition, 1941
By C. GILBERT WRENN
Author of Studying Effectively, Study Hints tor High School Students, etc.
Assisted in the original edition by R. B. McKeown
and in revision by Wilbur J. Humber
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Publishers
Name Date.
School Grade Age Sex
Institution
Probable college major
Directions
The following is a list of statements of habits and attitudes which may
affect use of study time and consequent success in school work and study.
You are asked to state your habits with regard to these items, not in ac-
cordance with what you think you should or should not do, or what you
see others do, but in accordance with what you yourself are in the
habit of doing. Please answer all questions.
After each statement, you will find columns 1, 2, 3. Place a check
mark (X) in the column which you feel most nearly describes the
truth of the statement in your own case now. Remember that this
is a survey of your present practice. Check it in accordance with the fol-
lowing key
:
Column 1. Rarely or never true in my case.
Column 2. Sometimes true in my case.
Column 3. Often or always true in my case.
Copyright 1934 and 1941 by the Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University
Printed in the United States of America
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Test
Below yoti will find several statements. Some of theia are
true and some are false. ?.ead each statement carefully. If
you think that it is tnie, underscore "true". If you think
that it is false, underscore "false" •
True False 1. As a general rule notes should he taken in
final form the first time.
True False n a One Ions practice period is better than
several short ones.
True False 3. It is better to study alone than in the pre-
sence of others.
True False 4. Practice Tnakee perfect.
True False 5. You should f.llow occasional moments for
relaxation.
True False 6. It is better to learn a selection as a unit
than a few lines at a tii^e.
True False 7. You should try to retain eve ly thing you learn.
True False 8. A taFh Is ncre intorestins if several persons
work together.
True False 9. A dictionary loses most of its value if not
clcFG at hand, while studying.
True False IC, In studying you should start with the easiest
first.
True False 11. If you do not complete your lessons, ask your
elasamates for those you did not finish.
True False Good study reruires a good motive.
True False 13. Taoh student should have regular time for
study.
True
True
False
False
14.
15.
The kind of study you do depends very little
on the conditions for study.
V/ritten study is superior to silent study.
True False 16. tiitudy is the same whatever the subject.
True False 17. How to study depends on what you study

1. Tnie
2. False
5. Trae
4. True
5. True
6. True
?• ?alBe
8. True
9. True
10. True
11. False
12. True
13. True
14. ?al se
16. True
16. ^alse
17. True
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Oconpatlonal Information
Preface
Due to the changes that have come during the past
few years In family life, labor and Industry, population and
standard of living, there lias arisen a greater need for oc-
cupational guidance. This modern demand for -vocational
guidance is also due to the appalling number of drop outs
from our schools. Relatively few of the hoys and girls who
enter the first grade will t5rfi^^i^"t® from high school; as a
matter of fact, only about one half of the number who enter
the high school will graduate, "here are many reasons for
this, not the least important of which are these two : first,
the fact that the pupil has not been successful in the work
of the high school, and, second, the fact that the work has
failed to be of convincin^j value to him. 3o, as soon as he
reaches the age at which he may legally quit school, he drops
out, an educational misfit, prepared for nothing in partloula:'.
The two main ;JuBtlfications then, for occupational
guidance are, first, for the purpose of making the individual
a happy, contented, and successful worker, and, second, for
the purpose of developing a society in which all members are
the best because of the harmony of the entire group a
society that recognizes and utilizes all kinds of individual
possibilities and treats them with respect and fairness.i/
1/ Harry C. MoKowan. Home Room Guidance , Pp . 247 . Hew York:
MoGrraw Hill Book Company, 1934,

As the pupil learns more about the various vocation-
al opportunities and more about his own qualifications and
posnibilities , he will be more able to make a vocational
choice which will make him a happy and contented worker,
The student should keep in mind during; all of his education
hia occupational desires and the realisation that work in
any occupation is competitive and that in order to be con-
tinuously successfiil and efficient, education is essential.
This unit on the "orld of Tork is the first in a
scries. The- others •^^'hlch *.re to be included under the
title of Occupational Information are : Education and ^'ork ;
Problems in Heekin^:, Applying for and Holdinj^ a Position ;
Kmployee-TTorker Relationships ; and, a btudy of Various
Ccoupations,

Occupational Information The Trorld of Work
nrade Till Approximate Time Allotment
8 periods ^ ^
I. Theme
The purpose of this unit is to give each girl a Inroad
overview of occupations including the nature and demands
of general occupations.! areas. Also, to acquaint the pupil
with present and future trends in these fields.
II. Specific Objectives
1, To provide a broad overview of occupational
activities from which a tentative choice may
be made.
S. To acniialnt the pupil with the world of work
and to nnrlerstand the necessity of work.
To build up an appreciation for all kinds of
honest work and to understand the importance
of an occupation.
4. '^o have the pupil look forward to taking her
place in the world of work.
5. To encourage the girl to think about possible
vocations in which she may be interested.
6. To aid the student in understanding the re-
lationship of her personal qualifications to
occupational requirements.

II. Specific Objectives f continued)
7. To develop a conGciousnees for work by en-
couraging the pupil to talk with workers and
to obtain aB r^uoh Information from outside
sources as is possible.
III. Content
A. A diseufision on, "Thy people work'"
3. Discuss the importance of earning a living and
providing for the neoessitiee of life :
1. Pood
?• Clothing
3. Shelter
C. In order to study the TTorld of "^ork it is necessary
to understand the following classifications which
are to be discussed in detail
^* Pro fesF.ional Occnpatlons . These are med-
icine, law, teaching, professional engin-
eering, and the clergy, '"he workers are
well trained and highly skilled. About
one worker out of fifteen is in this group
^« Proprietors, L!anagers , and Officials .
Proprietors are owners of farms, stores,
factories, and other businesses. Managers
are the men and women who help the owners
direct their businesses. About one worker
i/llfred J. Cardan^ S.R. A. (guidance Units for Educational.
Planning
. Chicago: SciiijicH""ReBearcir~TmsoCTStwsr

Content foontlnned)
otit of five Is In this -^ronp and about three
flfthf? 0"^ then© are farmors.
^* Q^^-^fl '-^Indred 7'orkerg . These are the olerlk^,
8teno<?rapher9,'boolrkcepor3, This ^roiip Include
8
about one sixth of our worT^lng population.
^^il^^ft ""orkers and fo remen . Thcee are the top-
notoh hand workers; skillful and well trained.
Abotit one worker in every eight is in this i^roui
^» Sgal-ekllled porkers. In this group are the fac-
tory machine tenders, the partly trained worker!
the "operatives" and all those whose Jobs lie
somewhere between skilled work an(^ common labori
About one worker out of every six is a semi-
skilled worker. More than one half of them are
in the raanufaoturins industries.
skilled 'Torkers . At the bottom of the ladder
in the work a day world are the unskilled workeiDe.
They are the farm hands, the common laborers, In
the factories hy\^ in building trades; The house-
hold servants and the other workers whose jobs
call for little skill or training. Altogether,
.
unskilled workers make up more than a quarter of
our working population. Farm laborers make up
the largest body in this group.
B3

Content (continued)
D. Point out to the class the requirements for each
{jroup:
1. Education necessary
2, Training* necessary
E. Familiarize the students with the opportunities in
each for :
!• Advancement
2, Service
?• Point out to class that American ^to risers are found in
each of these groups in about the following estimated
number and percentage of total labor force
(rroup Kumber Percentage of
Total labor Force
Professional 3,585,000 ' 6.8
Manufacturing and
Building Trades 13,865,000 26.3
Public.Domestic, 6,930,000 13,2
and Personal Service
Clerical and Sales 12,800,000 24,3
Transportation and
Communication 4,875,000 9,2
Riches from Land 10,680,000 20.2
1/ Alfred J. Cardall, op. cit., section I-c«

Content foontlntied)
Gr« DlBouss tlie differences between number of men and womer
In large oocupational areas already dlsciiesed,
For Men
1, From 1870-1930. In 1870 the four leading
jobs for men were agrloulttire,mamifaotxirln-g,
meohanloal trades, and transportation and
trade.
£• In 1950 the same four oocnpatlons led the
list in number of workers, but manufaoturing
and mechanical trades replaced agriculture
as the largest field of work*
For Women
1. From 1870-1930. Ilinety-nine out of every
one hundred women were employed in the fol-
lowing oooupations: domestic and personal
service, agriculture, manufacturing and me-
chanical, and professional.
2. In 1930 had skyrocketed to a new high employ-
ing almost two million women workers as
compared to 8,000 in 1870. Agriculture went
to sixth place; the others kept their posi-
tions, but no longer accounted for such a
large proportion of women's jobs. Domestic
and personal service gave jobs to less than
one third of the women workers instead of a
half as in 1870.
as.

Content f continued)
Clarify the dlscnsslon tj nslng the accompanying table.
"Rising Fields" are those which had a larger percentage of men
and women workers in 1930 than in 1870 • "Level Fields" held
to about the same percentage • "Declining Fields" are those
which lost ground in proportion to the whole labor force during
1/
this period,—'
H, Summarize the trends? between 1910 and 1930. (clarify
discussion by using the accompanying chart)
I. Discuss: Changes in Working Conditions . Changes in
wages and hours sometimes affect employment.
For instance, manufacturing employment has
increased In recent years, even though the
number of hours worked by all manufacturing
workers has declined. The shortened work
week makes this possible.
The Business Cycle . Kveryone knows that we
have x^6^'J-<^<^s of prosi^erity followed by per-
iods of depression. These, of course,
greatly faffect employment. Other factors
which have an effect on jobs are the changes
in public tastes and styles, in the ease in
which capital may be secured, in the makeup
of our labor force, and our natural resources.
1/ Alfred Cardall, op. oit., section I-c to I-d.
86

Content (continued)
J. PI sou 88
;
Changing Demands for Worke rs . There has arisen
E changing demand for workers. Sometimes the
changes are due to inventions that completely
revolTitionize the field of work. Such a
change took place about one hundred fifty
years ago when power driven machinery was de-
veloped. This is known as the Industrial
devolution, which threw thousands of people
owt of older fields of work into newly created
fields for workers. In the last twenty-five
years there has been an increased use of auto-
mobiles, tnicks, and tractors. The development
of the radio has created many new fields for
workers. Changes in the number of workers in
certain occupations are not due entirely to
inventions, but many are due to the develop-
ment of new styles, cultivation of new tastes,
or to changes in our standard of living.
IT. Activities
* A. Conduct a panel diecussion on, "How the Industrial
Revolution has affected work."
* B. Become familiar with the meaning and correct spell-
ing of the following terms
!
87

Activities feontlnued)
1. Skill
P. labor
3« Production
4. Dlstrl'bntlon
5. Supply
6. I>erJiRn(l
G. list ocGTipatlons you are most Interested in and classi-
fy them according to occupational classification dis-
cussed*
* D. As a class project
1. Learn what is the newest occupation in form
of work to appear in your corormnity or state.
2, Make a study of that kind of work.
Select a personal service occupation with which you are
faialliar and make a list of its advantages and disad-
vantages.
* P. ^hat are the duties of the Hurse in your school build-
ing? Appoint a Goromittee to discuss these duties with
the Nurse. Is her job a Civil Service position? How
did she prepare for it ?
* G. List as raany ways as you can in which the war has cre-
ated a need for further attention to the problem of
choosing an area of work.
H. Prepare a job analysis of an occupation familiar to the
class. Study it according to accompanying outlines.

1,89
Activities f continued)
* H. (continued) One or two students nay take one topic.
If each pupil prepares her part the characteristics of
the occupation can be discussed in class with each
pupil contributing her bit.
!• Select a story from the following and write a review
covering these phases:
1. Setting of story
2. Occupation around which story is built
3. Does the author give a glamorous or true
picture of the occupation?
Books for review:
1* Blanco .Margery. Other People' s Houses . New York:
Vikirg Pre SB, 19 39. (Hou sewo rlr
)
2. Boylston, Helen D. Su_e Barton
,
TlRltlng Nurse . Few
York: Little Brown and Company, 1931
1
3. Brown, Courtney Red Iron . New York:Dodd Mead and
Company ,1940
.
(The story of a civil
engineer)
4. Doming,]). Penny Marsh
,
Public Health Nurse .
Few York: Dodd Mead and Company,
1938. (Nursing)
5. Mallette, Gertrude E. For Keeps
.
(rarden City:
Doubleday ,Doran and Company, 1940.
No Vacancies
.
,1939
.
(Apartment Housi!
6. Thompson, !/lary Blue Horizon. Tte-^r York: Longmans,
Green and Company, 1940.
(Interior Decorating)
7. Urmston.Mary Forty Faces . Garden City: Doubleday
Doran and Compan2'',1940« (Teacher)
8. ?/orthlngton,Mary Sally and Her Kitchens . New York:
Do dd,MeaT"anT"Co. ,1939. (story of
Sally's career in home economics)

Activities f continued)
* J. Choose an occupation yon are much Interested in and
make a joh analysis followin,^ one of the accompanying
outlines.
K. Start a clipping file of interesting bits of informa-
tlon regarding occupations and occupational prohlems.
Organize them in usable form*
L. After making a job analysis answer questions on an
Occupations .Questionnaire (see accompanying sheet)
M. Make a list of ten occupations for Tirhich women are
better fitted than men; ten for which they are equally
"^itted; and ten which they should avoid,
K. Make a list of ten jobs for which a high school educa-
tion is necessary; list ten jobs you could get without
going to high school,
0. Name some work formerly done by men which is now being
performed by women in factories and other plants.
P. List some reasons why boys and girls leave school.
Separate Into good and bad reasons.
* These activities are the ones which are to be part of the
class work, and are required by all pupils. The other activi-
ties are essential and any two are to be done as outside work
to be passed in. The class will be responsible for being fa-
miliar with all activities*
Q. Study the table from the Federal Census Bureau (see ac-
companying sheet) Answer the following questions:

II
iidKL
Aotlvltiea foontlraied)
1. In wMoh ooonpntlons 1b the percentage of men
employed inoreasinjj?
2. In which oocTipatlona Is the percentage of wen
employed deoroaslng?
3. In which occupations ia the percentage of women
onployed increasing^
4* In which oconpatione is the percentage decreasing?
5. Do you think that your choice of an occupation
should be affected by the above conclusions^
Give Reasons.
V« Desired Outcomes
!• Each pupil to have an appreciation of the dignity
of all worthy occupations and workers.
2. An xmderstanding of how the occupational field
undergoes ifiany changes due to modem Inventions.
3. An understanding of the importance of knowing as
much about an occupation as possible. Knowledge
of job analysis.
4. An appreciation of an intelligent choice of a
career in the future.
5. The development of "Job Conaciousness."
6. An understanding of the occupational areas ana the
particular occupations in each group.

Teaohing Aids

9tl
rising Fields Level Fields Declining Fields
1^0 r l!on
Mining Forestr:' and Fishing Agrloulture
Transportation and L!anufact\irlng and
GoianiiinlcRtlon Building Trades
Sales
Public Service
Domestic and Perscnal
Service
Clerical ^'ork
For roiGrn
Transportation and Agriculture
CoEcmnl cation
Sales Hanufactnr© and
Pnbllc Service Building Trades
Professional 3ervioo
Clerical Work Doniestlc and
Personal Service
Taken frora ; Alfred J. Cardall, op. olt«. section I-e,

9S
Summary of Trends Between 1910 and 1930
Oooupatlons In Occnpatlone -'hlch Oocnpatlons Which
Whloh Tforkers Gained in TTuraher Less Showed an Actual
Increased Rapidly Than the Average Decline in Kumber
Paster Than ?or the "P'ield of TTorkers
Average for the
THiole Group
Barbers, Servants,waitreeses Boarding and
Hairdressers, and
Hanicurists waiters, housekeepers,and Lodging Rouse
Cleaning and stewards Keepers
Dyeing workers
Hotel keepers
and press© rs
Elevator Tenders Laundry workers
Garbage Men and Mana£^er8
Janitors and sextons Restaurant and
Midwives and nurses Lunchroom Keepers
Porters
Taken from: Alfred Cardall, op* cit., section ?II-e.
•
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Typical Oooupations Under the Major ClaBsifioation Division
of the U.S. Bureau of the Census
!• Agriculture
a. 1'armor??
h. Florists
c« Gardeners
d. Farm Foremen
2, Forestry and Fishing
a. Fishermen
b. Oystermen
o» Foresters
d. Lumbermen
3. Extraction of Minerals
a. Oil and gas well operators
b» Coal miners
0. Quarry operatives
d. Iron mine operatives
e. Gold mine worker;?
4, Manufacturing and Mechanical Industries
a* Carpenters
b. Loon fixers
c. Tailors
d« Mechanists
e • Plumb er
5. Transportation and Communication

Typical Occupations f contimed)
a. Aviators
"b. Sailors
0. Rail road workers
d. Truck drivers
e. Telegraphers
6. Trade
a. Advertising agents
b. Bankers
0. Clerks (in stores)
d. Insurance agents
e» Retail dealers
7. Public Service
a. Firemen
b. Policenen
0, Soldiers
d. Detectives
e. ^"atchmen
8. Professional Service
a. Actors
b» Artists
0, Chemists
d. Lawyers
e. Physicians
9. Donestic and Personal Service
a* Beauty culturists

Typical Oocupatlons (continned)
b. Hotel workers
Qm Janitors
d. Laundrosses
e. VTaltere
10. Clerical Ocoiipations
a* Bookkeepers
b. StenOiSraphers
0. Gierke f not in stores
d. Cafihiers
e, Meeseni^ere

OOOTJPATIOns
Agriculture
Forestry and Pishing
Extractions and Minerals
Manufacturing and
Mechanical Industries
Trade
Puhllo Service
Professional Service
Doraestic and Personal
Service
Clerical Occupations
10.471,998
P50.469
984.323
9,562.059
250.140
983,564
WOMEN
909.939
,329
,759
14,110,652 12,224,345 1,886,307
3,843,147
6,081,467
856,205
3,253,884
4,952,451
3,561,943
5,118,787
281 , 204
962,680
838,622 17,583
1,727,650 1,526,234
1,772,200 3,180,251
4,825,324 2,038,494 1,986,830
Transportation and Comimml cation
The above table shows the number of men and women employed
in ten large fields of work according to the last Federal
Census. The table was taken from: Edr^onson, J.B. , and
Bondlnoea.A. Vocations Through Problems
,
p. 28. !?ew York:
The MacMlllan Company, 1938

Outline 7or The Study Of An Occupation *
I# Importance of the occupation end its importance to society.
II. Kuraber of workers enga/^ed in the occupation:
A. Total number engaged in the occupation
B. Total number under 13 that are males
C. Total number over 18 that are males
D. Total number under 18 that are females
£• Total number over 18 that are females
III. IJeed for workers-trends (ITotc increase or decrease in
number of workers in relation to population and
to other occupations. ITote whether there is an
over or under supply of workers and explain,
note principal centers where undersupply or ovei
supply is especially oiitstanding. Summarize
important trends that will affect number of
workers.
It^ Duties
A. Specific tas?rs performed by workers in each occupation;
divisions of the work; other oocwpatione with which the work
nay be combined; natiire of work; tools, machines, and materlala
used in performance of the work.
B. Definition of occupation
1. As given in the law
2. As determined by m official organization (union,
professional association)
3. Carefully formulated definition acceptable to thoE
in til© ooQirrft+.i ATI _ —
1
= ^ Mt m l lftitlll|i.fc7 w Aw 9

A, Sex
3. Age
C. Hace or nstlomlity
D. Other nnallfi cations
E. Spp.olal 8"k:ills
?. Spftolal toolp or equipnent
(t. le^jlslation a-^fectln^^ occupation
TI, Preparation
A, General edt'. coition
!• Feceeeary
P. Desirable
B, Special training f Include probable cost )
1, Keceesary
Desirable
3. Tralnlnf^ centers
a. Schools offering special training
b. Training on the job
c. Others
C» Experience
1, Neeeesary
2. Desirable
yil. Methods of entering fOive any special ways of entering
this occupation such as Civil Service Kxara)
Till, Length of tine before fiiklll is attained (Include special
reflations regarding union or other apprentice rales).

IX. Advancement
A. Line of promotion
B. Opportiinlty for adYarceTnent
X. Belated oconpatlons to which the job may lead.
XI. Earnings
A. Beginning wage
B. I'oet common
C. Maximum wage
XII. Houre
A. Daily
B. Weekly
C. Overtime (give freqiiency)
D. Irregular hours or shifts
K. Vacation
?. Regulations
XIII. Regularity of employment
A. Normal months
B. Busy months*
C. Dull months
D. Shut down of plants
E. Cyolloal unemployment
XIY. Health and accident hazards
xy. Organization
A. Employers: functions, piirpose, size
3. Employess : functions, purpose, size
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XVI* Typical pliioetj of eiaployReiit
XVII- Supplementary j.n:-orEatlon
A. Suggested reaAliigs
B. Magaainee
C. Films
i). Picture
8
E» Other sources of information
?• History of oooupation
* John Brewer, and Kdward landy, Oooiipationg Today , Pp.25-
Boston : Ginn and Company, 194.?.

Misc. 2923Occupational
UDiEs Leaflet
MOST COMMON TITLE OF THE OCCUPATION
OTHER TITLES
WORK DONE IN THE OCCUPATION
3. Description of the occupation:
4. Local variations:
5. Examples of articles made or services performed:
NUMBER OF WORKERS IN THE OCCUPATION
6. National basis:
Date: Total:
Source of information: Males: Percent of total:
Females: Percent of total:
7. Local basis:
Date: Total:
Source of information: Males: Percent of total:
Females: Percent of total:
Name
Date
22. As a helper:
a) Describe briefly the work performed and any training that the helper may receive:
3M
b) Length of time before helper can be a fully qualified worker:
23. As an apprentice:
a) Length of apprenticeship: Indenture: (Check) Yes No
b) Subjects taught on the job:
c) Subjects taught in related vocational courses:
COM\fENTS AND INFORMATION NOT COVERED ELSEWHERE
NOTE: Where more space is needed for the entry of any item on this schedule, a cross-refer-
(?nce may be made to comments incorporated here or on a separate sheet. The comments
should be numbered the same as the items on the schedule for easy identification. ^1
Keep extra notes, pictures, or other miscellaneous job information on the inside of
".his folder.
Federal Security Agency
U. S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION
Vocational Division
Occupational Information and
Guidance Service
Washington
An Ocoupatlons Questionnaire *
Answering the questions on this blank should help you to
see some of the roost important advantages and disadvantages
of your chosen occupation.
I. Is it easy to enter To get out of ?
2» Is the demand for it small, average, or great \7here ?
3» Does it offer steady work ? Permanent work
4, Is it growing in importance ? Why or why not ?
5, Does it offer good opportunities for promotion ? 7/hat ?
6, Is the pay satisfactory now ? Will it be later ?
?• Are the hours of eraployraent satisfactory ? •'/hat are they?
8. Will you get a vacation ? How long ? VJhen
9. Is the work healthy or unhealthy/ or dangerous ?
10. "'ill your associations be with uplifting and desirable
people ^
II. Can you see any way in which it night have a bad effect
on you ?
1?.. Are you really interested in this occupation ? 7/hy ?
15. Are you physically fitted for this work ? Mentally fitted
14. Does it offer opportunities for further growth and
education
15, Does it offer real service to humanity ? Just how ?
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* Harry C. IlcKowg^n, Rome Room Guidance , rp.257. Hew York:
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1934.
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Test
Plaoe a check fX) In the parenthesees in front of the
correct answer for each of the following,
!• The avera;^ earnings for a lifetime are ^jreatest for :
( ) The junior high sohool {graduate
f ) The high sohool .graduate
f ) The college graduate
S. A person seeks employment to :
f ) Have a good time.
f ) fleet people
.
f ) Provide for the nnoegeitiee of life.
3. Unskilled workers are :
) Doctors and nurses
) Stenographers
) Laborers, farm help
4, In order to find success in an occupation one should :
) Kduoate herself on the job
) Dress well
) Become friendly with those in charge
5. In recent years machine i^j'' has :
s) Slowed up production
) Eased the work for the employer
( ) Caused a decrease in salaries
6, Vomen are usually employed in :
( ) Unskilled occupations
f ) Professional occupations
( ) Semi-skilled oooupatlons

Fey
lo The ooll©»© {tradiiate
^« iTovldft for the neoeBsitles of life
55. Tahorera, ffim help
4, "^'dticRte herself ot\ the Job
5, Kased the work for the eTnployer
6, ProfeBBloml occupations

BIBLIOGTUPHY (Grade VIII Unit 1)
* These references are for students
* Bedford, J.M. Youth and the World* s ''^ork. Los Angeles :
^;oclety for Occiix-ational "Research, University
of California r-tatlon, 1938,
Bell, Howard M« Matohlng Youth and Jobs . T7as'hlngton :
American Clounoll on Education, 1940.
3ell, Howard M. Youth Tell 'i^holr Story . "Washington; American
Gounoil on .I du ca tlon , 19 33
•
BllllnsB, H.L« Group ?.!ethod8 of Studying Oocupations.
renns3''lvanla: InTornatlonal Textbook Company
,
1941.
* Brewe'r, J,M. Occupations
.
Boston: Glnn and Company ,1936.
Brewer, J.M. and Iandy,K. Occupations Today
.
Boston: Glnn
anH~'Oompany , 1943.
* Chapman, Paul V'. Ocoupational Guldanoe . Atlanta: Turner
L.Timith and Company, 1937.
Culbert, H. Counselln*; Youn;^ "'orkers . ITew York: Vocational
.Service :^or Jnniorp., 1939
.
Davey, Smith, and I-teyers. r.verday Ocoupationg Book. ITew York
D.C. Heath and Company, 1941
.
Detjen and Det jen , Homeroom Guidance Pro,;^m s for the
Jurdor r!igh School Years . Boston
:
'-^ous:hton,Hlfflin Company, 1940.
Giles, I.K. Occupational Civics . Hew York: MacMlllan Com-
pany, 1935.
* Holbrook, H.T.. and lIoGregor.A.L. Our World of ^7ork . Bostoni
Allyn and Bacon, 10?^9.
* Kitson, H.D. I Find My Vocation . New York: McGraw Hill
Book C ompany, 1937
,
* Kitson, H.D. How to Find the T^lght Vocation . H@w York:
Harper and Brothers, 1938.
Lefever, D.,Turrell, A. ,and '^eit^el, H. principles and
Techniques of Gulden oe. Hew York: The Ronald Press Company,
1041.

3I3II0r,HAPHY
f oontimied)
*
'Llngenfelter, M. R, Yocatior.a in Miction. Chicago : Amftrlcau
Library Ar so elation,! 9 57
•
Lyon, I.S. Making a Living * Hew York: The MacLlillan Company
1933.
Morgan, U, Vooations in r>hort Stories . Chicago: American
Library ..aso oiation, 1938.
Myers, G.E. , Little . r.i:. , and Robinson, S.A. Planning Yonr
Future. New York: MoGrav/ Hill and Company ,1940.
* Proctor, ^.M, Vocations. Boston: Houghton .Mifflin Company,
Hosengarten, '.7, Choosing Your Life jork. How YorkiMcC^raw
Hill Book Company, 19"^
Smith, L.'V., and Blough.Cr.L.
,
Planning a Care er . New York:
American Book Company, 1936.
?oland, K.D. Choosing the Right Career. TTew York: D.Appletoi|-
Century ompany7 1939.
Young, J.S., Barton,K.M., Johnston, L.E., Citizens at ^ork.
T'Tew York: McGraw Hill iinok Company ,1940.
Williamson, E.G. Students and Occupations . ITew York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1937.
?ieglor and Y/lldes. Choosing an Occupation
.
Chicago: The
John ''insTon Company, 1942.
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Learning More About My Interests And Abilities
Preface
"Make it thy "business to Imow thyself, which is the
most diffioiilt lesson In the world,"
Migiiel De Cervantes. Don Quixo te
There is no donht that vocational guidance in school
is absolutely essential. It has been defined as helping an
individual to choose an occupation, prepare for it, enter
upon it, and succeed in it. In choosing an occupation, you
raust:--
'
1. Make a serious study of yourself '
2* Make a careful study of various occupations
3. Compare requirements of the occupation studied
with the q^ialities you possess and, by a process
of elimination, come to a conclusion as to the
work in which you arc most likely to find success
and happiness.
It is not enou.'^h that the in'^ivldual should consider
all his qualifications, he should put them down in consecutive
and well tabulated form, so that they may be compared with the
re quirepents of various occupations.
1/ W. Rosengarten. Choosing Your Life Work , Chapter III.
Hew York: MoGraw Hill Book Company, 1936,

Learning More About My Interests And Abilities
Grade VIII Approximate Time Allotment
6 periods ^^^^ -
I • Theme
The purpose of this tmit is to help the pupil make a
study of herself so that she will know more about her
speoial interests and abilities. Also to learn while
in school what work she can probably do successfully
and to be able to recognize her qualifications for
the occupation she may be considering,
II. Specific Objectives
1. To assist the pupil in understanding the
necessity for self-analysis.
2. To show the student ways of discovering her
abilities and interests.
3. To have pupil understand and evaluate her
interests and abilities for a start in
planning for the future.
4. To acquaint girl with the qualities of
character that are important.
5. To suggest methods of developing new
interests.
6. To know how student activities will help
discover interests.

Speolfic Objectives (continue'^)
7. To familiarize, jmpil with the Iraportarce
of oorreot choice of school sub;]ectfi as a
foundation for future success.
8. To helx" pupil evaluate her Interests and
abilities in relation to oooiix)ational
areas,
III. Content
A. Fill out Questionnaire for Self Analysis (see
accompanying sheet).
B. Reasons why an individual should know ahout her
special interests and abilities:
1. To have a better understanding of herself
2. To make a better choice of electivee
3. Ho choose extra-currloular activities more
wisely
4. To see where Bbe needs to improve
5. To help in matching her abilities with the
abilities required in the various occupations
6. To see whether or not the vocations that she
is most interested in will give her an op-
portunity to apx)ly her special interests and
abilities
C. What should an individual know about herself ?
1# Abilities

Content f continued)
1. Abilities
a. Educational; abilities required to do sohoo:
subjects
b. Vocational : abilities required in rep-
resentative oceupatione
0. Special abilities and aptitudes
2. Interests
a« Educational : interest in school subjects
and activities
b« "Vocational : Interest in shop worlr, school
subjects, work eitperlences
c. r^ocial : Interest In beln..^ with people,
participating in activities
Df How can an IndlvldTial discover her special abilities
and interests
1. Using occupational knowledge
a« Watohln>3 workers at their work, talking
with thera
b« Heading about and studying the different
kinds of occupations
0* Contrasting one occupation with another
d« Thinking about which one appeals to you
2, Home
a* Helping with the chores
b. Cooperating in the management of the home

Content (continued)
3. School studies
a. Thinking about which subjects you like and
dislike
b. Compare your achievement with the achieve-
ment of others
4. Student Activities
a. Participating in student government
b. Taking part in sports
0. Being active in clubs
d« Other activities : Bookstore, lunchroom,
selling tickets, etc.
5. Vocational Uryouts
a* Experimenting in exercises which definitely
resemble the work of the world
6. Vacations and After School Work
7. Interviews dealing with results of observation
by friends, parents, teachers, and counselor
8. Standard tests, questionnaires, interests blanks,
etc.
a. Intelligence tests
(DHenmon-Felson Test of Mental Ability,
Grades 7-12
(2) Kuhlman Anderson for Grades 7 and 8

Content f continued)
b. Personality Inventories
(1) Bemreuter's Personality Inventory
(2) Washbume Social Adjustment Inventory
(3) 3ell*s Adjustment Inventory
0. Study Habits Inventories
fl) wrenn's Practical Study Aids
(2) Tyler Eimber Study Skills Test
d. Interest Inventory
fl) Kuder Preference Record
e. Social TTsage Test
fl) Test of Knowledge of Social Usage by
Strang, Brown and Stratton
The above mentioned tests are to be administered at various
times during the course and though mention of them is made
here, it does not necessitate the administration of all in
the six weeks for the unit on Self-Analysis,
E. Discuss what an individual should do about her
interests and abilities when she has discovered them.
1. Compare her abilities with the abilities required
in certain school courses.
2. Match her interests with extra-curricular op-
portunities.
3. Compare her interests with the interests of
people in certain occupational fields.
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Content (continued)
4. Choose "tryout" experiences related to her
abilities and interests. After a suocessful
try-out experience, more advanced experience
in the same field should be undertaken and
fhe pupil encouraged to acquire all available
information relating to that occupational
field.
P. Acquaint class with some important human r.ualities:^
1. Personality: A group or pattern of qualities
developed slowly out of attentio
to the little things of life.
Making the most of one's innate
capacities.
2. Industry: Ability and willingness to work han
3. Reliability: Developed by being faithful to
all tasks assigned you.
4. Initiative: Developed by trying to be alert
in thinking of new plans and in
acting rightly without waiting
to be told.
6. Co-operation: A result of the constant effort
to work with people, with mutual
good will, and in the spirit of
"Come on. let's do it together."
1/ J.M. Brewer and E.Landy, Occupations Today, pp. 67-58. Boston:
Glnn and Company, 1943.
1

Content (continued)
6. Judgment: Developed only "by a slow process
of learning to do things right and,
thereby, of developing a keen sense
of what is right and best.
IV. Activities
* A. Prepare an interview with a former student who would
be a good example of a successful person. Discuss the
qualities they think contributed to her success. Invite
one of them to class and conduct an interview dealing
with the qualities he considers have contributed to
his success.
B. Have each student interview two or three people who
are interested in their work. Ask them whether they
became interested before or after they began to work.
Tabulate the findings of the class.
* C. Give oral reports on vacation or after school work
experiences, and tell how they have suggested or
might suggest occupations.
* D. Administration of following self-rating charts: (see
accompanying sheets)
r. . Interest in Subjects
b. Achievement in School Subjects
c. Have You Been Doing Your Best T?ork?
* E. Take self-rating scale: What Activities Are You Most
Interested In ? Tabulate the class results to f^et a
sampling of"The interests of the class as a whole.
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Activities f oontinued)
* Take oheok list: Interests . Write a paper tracing the
history of one of the interests of a famous person as
shown in his or her autobiography.
* Gr. Take check list: Analyzing Your Abilities . Find what
abilities are lacking commonly from the group. Suggest
school aotiYities and community activities to develop
these abilities.
* H. Committee Project: Have several committees choose a
particular occupation of common interest to the com-
mittee members. Investigate the occupation and list
the abilities that are required for that particular
occupation. Tabulate the results .and,with the addition
of pictures, make posters for the bulletin board.
I. Panel Discussion:
Topic: "Every person should try to develop as many
interests as she can."
J. Describe how some school subjects that you have stud-
ied helped you to discover occupational interests and
abilities.
K. List a few personal characteristics which are neoessarj
for anyone regardless of her occupation.
* L. Organize some visits to places of employment. Before
each visit prepare a list of things to look for and
to report on.
M. What disadvantages may young people experience as a

Activities (continued)
result of spending most of their time at one activity,
such as, radio, art, or reading ?
K. Conduct a Debate:
1. Resolved: That the Interests of young peo-
ple change too often to he worth
considering In choosing an occu-
pation.
2. He solved: That every Individual should
strive to acquire as many Inter-
ests as possible.
* 0. Case Studios:
1. John Is a Junior high school student who wants
to take a Job after school. His mother feels
that this would be unwise because he does not
need the work. v?hat are your suggestions to
John and his mother?
2. Elizabeth Is In a job which does not Interest
her only to the extent that she Is making a
very good salary and she Is able to dress well
and have a good time. Should she remain at her
job or should she seek another? How might she
become Interested In her present work?
3. Kary excels In drawing posters and Is always
given that Job to do. Should she be given other
things to do, too,or should she stay with the
activity In which she excels?
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Aotivities (continued)
P. Discussion: Come to the conclusion as to the value of
one's Interest and abilities. Summarize
ways of making use of these while still in
school.
Q, Administration of some of the test "battery already
discussed.
1. Personality Inventories
2, Interest Inventories
R. Take chart: YThat Specific Ahlllties Are Required By-
Different Occupations ? Have each pupil list
ahlllties in which she ranked high. Then
write three occupations in which these
ahlllties are required.
T. Desired Outcomes
1, That each pupil understands the necessity for self-
analysis,
2, To Impress upom the pupil the qualities of charac-
ter that are Important for success,
3, That each girl is familiar with the methods of
discovering one's interests and ahllitles.
4, To he sure the pupil understands the value of
extra-curricular activities as a means of discover-
ing interests,
5, To realize the Importance of evaluating interests
and abilities in relation to occupational areas.

Teaching Aids

QTIESTIOHHAIRE FOR SELF ANALYSIS "
1. Hame Date
2. Age
3. Occupation of parent or gaardian
4. Oocupatlons of other relatives which have interested you
5. Schooling you have had
6. Had any special industrial or oonmerolal training?
7. What studies Interest you most?
8. What studies do you dislike most?
9. Are you studious by nature, or does it come hard to you?
10. What claims most of your attention in school
—
your studies
or outside activities?
11» What sort of hooks and magazines do you read?
12. How do you spend your spare time?
13. Do you "get "by" in school with little or no study, or do you
have to "plug hard" in order to pass?
14. Do you like to invent things, or devise improvements on the
things about you ?
15. Have you mechanical ability?
16. Do you like to draw free-hand? Mechanical?
17. Do you like music? Play an instrument?
18. Do you express yourself well in speech? In writing?
19. Are you timid, a "go getter", or neither?
20. Have you a hobby that makes large demands upon your spare
time?
21. To what organizations do you belong, if any?
22. Do you take active part in club meetings?
23. Are you a good mixer ?
24. Have you any particular ambition or vision for the future?
25. Are you naturally healthy?
26. Are you strong physically?
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Cuestlonnalr© (continued)
S7e Do you have a physloal handloap?
28. Do you prefer to be the director of things, or are you will-
ing to do your share while someone else directs and aesumes re-
sponsibility?
29. Are you able to concentrate on the work you are doing,or
does your mind wander off to other things?
30. Po you get along well with others and they with you^
31. Do you stick to an idea or to a certain Job imtil the end,
or are you easily discouraged?
32. Which sort of work appeals to you most—sjethodloal, repeti-
tion, or work of wide variety^
33. Do you prefer mental or physical activity or work involving
both*?
34. Can you work well under high pressure, or do you work better
when you have time and leisure?
35 • Have you a good imagination?
36. Do you naturally pay attention to small details, or arc you
more interested in broad planning without giving much
thought to methods for carrying out your plana?
37. Have you a good memory of names? for faces? facta^ figures?
38. Do you keep your desk or room always in order, or do yoxi al-
low things to accumulate until you are forced to clean up?
39. Are you systematic in your work, or otherwise?
40. Are you self-reliant?
41. Are you tactful, or do you say what you think without con-
sideration of effect?
48. Are you careful and conservative in taking a step, or are you
impulsive or careless of consequences"
48* Are you quick or slow in your movements? In mental processes"
44. Are you talkative or are you a good listener?
46. Do you grasp an explanation quickly, or do things have to be
explained to you in detail^
46. Do you insist on accuracy and perfection in everything ,or
are you satisfied with '*good enoiigh"?
* W.losengarten, Choosing Your Life ^ork
,
pp.r54-35.
Hew York: MoGraw Hill Book Company, 1936.
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INTEREST IK SUBJECTS
'llSe "^Lr^e It 'LiHe "TDTsIl^e"^])!sM©'
» very ' fairly *a little' it 'it very
' much * well ' ' * muoh
lEnglTsTi ' ' T T -
General language i » i » i
Social Studies i i i i i
Science i i i i t
Hygiene i i i i i
Mathematics i t t i i
Spelling 1 1 t 1 1
Penmanship * ' ' ' '
?00d8 f 1 1 t 1
Clothing » » • ' »
Music t 1 t 1 1
Art t t 1 1 1
Physical Education » » » » »
What are your interests in school subjects?
Indicate by checking in the column which
best describes your feeling.
Taken from the Newton Public Schools Guidance Pamphlet
for Grade VIII

ACHISVEMEUT IH SCHOOL SUBJECTS
How do you compare with your classmates in achievement
in school suhjeots? Indicate by checking in the column
which best describes you.
'Superior*^ (rOod ^ Fair
' Achieve- ' AchleveJ-Achieve-
'ment 'ment *ment
'unsatis.
'
'Achieve-'
' ment '
DOft* t
^OW
English
General Language
Social Studies
Science
Hygiene
Mathematics
Spelling
Penmanship
Poods
Clothing
Music '
Art '
Physical Education
Taken from the Uowton Public Schools Guidance Pamphlet
for Grade VIII

HAYE YCU BEEIT DOING YOUR BEST WOHK?
As a part of knowing yourself, it is important for you to
recognize whether or not you have been doing your best work.
If you have been doing your best work, encircle number 1
If you are capable of doing better work, encircle number 2
If you capable of doing much better work, encircle number 3
English 1 2 3
General Language 1 2 3
Social Studies 1 2 3
Sci enoe 1 2 3
Hygiene 1 2 3
Mathematics 1 2 3
Spelling 1 2 3
penmanship 1 2 3
Foods 1 2 3
Clothing 1 2 3
Art 1 2 3
Physical Education 1 2 3
Teiken from The Newton Public Schools Guidance Pamphlet
for Grade YIII
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WHAT ACTI*'-ITIES ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN ?
Indioate what activities yon are Interested In "by checking the
ooluHjns which best describe your feelings.
^Llke It 'Ill^e iTTllce iT 'n)TsTl5e"^DTsTl?e
* very ' fairly'a little' it 'It very
' much ' well ' ' ' much
"ReadTng "Books t i i -r t
. Skating I 1 1 1 1
listening to radio ' i i t i
Building things ' i i i i
Going to the movies ' ' » i i
Getting good marks ' t i i i
Helping at home • it i i
Taking care of young* » * i i
children
Having pets » • » i i
Taking things apart » i i i i
Studying » i i i i
Playing some » i i i i
musical Instrument
Dancing ' ' • i i
Going to church ' ' * ' »
Being in plays ' ' * * *
Selling things ' ' ' ' •
Visiting people ' » • i i
Riding in autos ' i i i i
Taken from The Newton Public Schools Guidance Pamphlet
for Grade IX
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INTERESTS*
This Is a check list on exercises related to vocational traits
Check the items which interest you.
1. Artistic creation—writing, designing, composing music.
2. Artistic skill—decorating windows,milliner;', costuming,
printing, handicrafts.
3. Entertaining people—musician, actor, speaker.
4. Scientific work—laboratories,museums, research.
5. Teaching— school, shop.
6. Organizing people— societies, work gangs, in industrial and
business conoems.
7. Growing plants—farming, gardening, greenhouses.
8. Care of animals—as in stock raising, care of horses.
9. Operating engines—ns locomotives, automobiles, steam plants.
10. Meeting and directing people, as secretary .floor man, conductof.
11. Welfare work, social settlements, Industrial plants .Christian
Association, churches.
12. Influencing people directly— selling, preaching, campaigning.
13. Influencing people indirectly—advertising, writing,
newspaper work.
14. Advisory service—physician, lawyer, consultant,banker.
* Gowan, Wheatley and Brewer. Occupations
,
pp. 122-123.
Boston: (rinn and Company ,1923.

.\IIALYZIlJrT YOUH ABILITIES
Discuss the meaning of each ability so that each pupil
will understand it clearly. Have the class determine the de-
scription to he giyen each numerical rating. Then,when each
pupil has checked the chart according to his own abilities,
connect the items to ^et a profile chart of each pupil.
Abilities Ratings
Adaptive 1 2 55 4 5
Analytical 1 3 4 5
Artisan 1 2 3 4 5
Constructive 2 3 4 5
Creative 1 2 3 4 5
Diagnostic 1 2 3 4 5
Discriminative 1 2 3 4 5
Initiative 1 2 3 4 5
Imitative 1 2 3 4 5
Leadership 1 2 3 4 6
Managerial 1 2 3 4 5
Mechanical 1 2 3 4 5
Mental 1 2 3 4 5
Musical 1 2 3 4 5
Physical 1 2 3 4 5
Routine 1 2 3 4 5
Social 1 2 3 4 5
With Materials 1 2 3 4 5
With People 1 2 3 4 5
Taken from the Brockton Public Schools Pamphlet

WHAT SPECIFIC ABILITIKS ARE PJ.QUIHKD BY DIPPEHEKT OCCUPATIOKS ?
After having analyzed yonr abilities (see chart on Analyz~
Ing Your Abilities), list the ones In which you have a high
rating. Then after each ability, list three occupations which
require these particular abilities.
For example :
Creative (1) writer (8) architect (3) designer
Taken from the Brockton Public Schools Pamphlet

SELP RATIIJG CHART
Indicate toy oheoMng In the right colttnn the qualities which
best describe you.
Tery Foor ' Fair 15ood ^ lixoeTlenT
POOT* fit 1X w V/
General Appearance »
Health » 1 II 1
QtiiclmeBS of Thought* III
Skill in Using Hands* 111 1
Self Control » III 1
Industry t III t
Initiative t III 1
neaxness •
Accuracy » III 1
Courtesy » III 1
Dependability » II* 1
Honesty t 1 t t 1
Ability to work » III t
with others
Adaptability » III 1
Leadership » III
Meinorv »
Comon Sense »
Courage »
loyalty »
Perseversmce »
Self Confidence »
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Test
Below yoxi will find several etatenents. Some are true and
some are false, lead each statenent oarefully. If yon think
It lo tnie, undersoore "tnie'*« If yon think it is false, nnder
800 re "false".
1. True False In order to choosp a vocation wisely an In-
dividual should find all about herself.
2. True ?alse Usually an individual will find suooeas in any
oooupatlon.
3. True ?al8e Oocupational snooess rarely depends upon schoo
suooess.
4. True False Interest and ability are essential elements
for vocational success.
5. True ^alse Inilnstry is the ability and willlngneBs to
work hard.
6. True ?al8e TTsually an individual pursues the same oconpa-
tion as her parents.
7. True ?al8e If one has interest in an occupation, she will
find success.
At the end of each of the following statements there are a
number of possible answers, but only one correct answer. Head
each statement carefully and underscore the answer which is
correct.
1. In choosins an occupation you should :
a« Follow the advice of your father.
b. Make a sttidy of varions occupations.
0. Beek Job where you will ^jet the most salary.
J?. Before choosing an oooupatlon one should know about her :
a. Frionds and what they are doing.
b. F-duoational and vocational abilities.
c. Ability to make friends.
3. One can discover her special interests and abilities by :
a. f'Oins to a fortune teller.
b« Headlnij books about Interests and abilities.
0* Experlmentlnij with exercises which resemble actiial
work.
4. Tn order to be sucoc?sfnl In an occupation one must :
a. Dress well.
b. Have many friends
o« Be coorerative d« Be attractive
m
L

Key-
True Falee
«
!• True
S. False
3. False
4# True
5, True
6, False
?• False
Multiple Choice
1. b
2. b
3.
4*
t
3I3LI0GTL\PHY
^^^^^^ yjjj Unit 2)
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Choosing Courses and Electlves
Grade VIII Approximate Tine Allotment
10 periods
^
^-j,-
I, Theme
The purpose of this imlt is to enahle the pupil to
select suhjeotives and eleotives closely allied to her
abilities and interests.
II. Specific Objectives
1. To ensure more care and consideration in the choice
of elective subjects.
S. To help the pupil understand the cultural, avocationa
and vocational possibilities of each elective subject in the
curriculum.
3. To have pupils acquire an understanding of electlves
and courses.
4. To help the pupil reconsider her present course and
electlves in the ll^jht of future courses.
5. To help the pupil evaluate her own abilities, in-
terests, aims, and prospects in relation to their educational
opportunities.
6. To appreciate the value of making plans in advance
for education and work.
7. To be sure that the pupil makes the best possible
selection of ninth grade courses and electlves.

III. Content
A. Point out to olaBR the fpctorF which must be oon-
1/
sldered in selectlrg courses,--'
!• Plan your educational career ae a whole Instead
of developing it piecemeal.
J^. Select each course for a few specific objectives
3. •thoroughly analyze the list of courses offered.
4. Discount pre Ju(^ iced advice.
5. P.espeot your own Individuality.
6. Select courses according: to your capacity.
7. nolect courses with re<;:ard to the total amount
of tine that you expect to continue in school.
8. Oopipare the relative value of courses.
9. Select courses for their probable rather than
their possible value.
10. Select courses which eraphasize the present
rather than the pnst or the future.
The surest way to make your education really
vital and worthwhile is to take those courses
and subjects which you can put to use now in
solving the pressing problems of the present.
11. Study some one thing thoroughly.
1/ Claude C. Crawford. The Technique of Study .Pp.l-gQ.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1928.
(
Geleot ooiirses that provide variety in the
day's work.
13. Organize your education as a whole on the
spiral plan.
14. Select courBes that will contribute to home
membership.
15. Include some kind of vocational studies.
16. Select courses which will contribute to citizer
ship.
17. Select courses that will contribute to the
enjoyment of leisure time.
18. Select courses that will promote character.
B. Discuss the "success" in electives
1. Ability to do thp work
2. Interesting work
3. Adapted to work
4. Valuable to future plans
C. Discussion of "failure" in electives
1. Inability to do the work
2. Uninteresting work
3. Work is too hard
4. Work is not related to future vocational plans,
therefore, lack of interest.
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Content f continued)
D, Pamiliarize the pupils with the possibilities of
each course in the following phases :
1. Educationally
a. To what high schools
b. To what colleges
0* What other types of schools
2. Ocoupationally
a« To what occupational fields
b. To what particular occupations
3. Socially
a. Training for leisure
b. Trainim^ for citizenship
K, List all subjects required of all ninth grade pupils
These will vary with different schools, but ones
most frequently offered are : I/Tusic; English;
Physical Education; Character Education ; Guidance ;
Hygiene
•
P. Discuss factors affecting choice of a course :
1. ^?hat choice implies
a. Knowle^^ge of the abilities and interests
of the individual.
b. Knowledge of purpose and time required for
completion <,
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Content foontinued)
2. TJecesslty for correct choice
a. Effect on pupil educationally
"b. Effect on pupil vocationally
(}• Questions which rnust he considered in choosing your
high school work :
1, In junior high school or in eighth grade, have
I shown any special eiroellence or weakness in my study ?
2, VTh&t kind of work do I really like best ?
3, Have I any handicap that must be taken into
consideration ^
(For example, health, and strength. A.m I lacking
in initiative ?)
4« Have I the persistence to acquire, in spite of
any difficulties, the training that I need ?
H« Discuss and explain the following :
!• Required subjects . These are subjects which must
be studied by every pupil in the junior high
school. They generally Include English,Mathema-
tics, Social Studies, General Science, and Physical
Education,
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Content (continued)
8. Fileotlve Siibjecto. '^hese are subjects from w'hlch
a pupil may ma.'ke her ovm choice. In many junior
high schools the ninth grade pupils may elect
Latin, l^renoh or Spanish, Tj'-pewritins, Home Econom-
ics, Art and Public Spealting,
3. Special Snhjects. These are subjects which are
not required for graduation and for which no
credit is given. They are intended to meet the
specific needs of particular pupils. They in-
clude coach classes for retarded pupils, sight
saving classes, speech correction classes for
those who have Impedlinents in their speech. In
some schools these are not included at all but
the school has nany clubs and extra-ciirricular
aotivitiefit
I. Point out to class the various paths of Junior high
school eloctives (see acoonpanying chart).
J. Discuss the value of the right choice of courses and
electives. Dlarify the discussion by using accompany-
ing chart. Right Ohoice of Electives.
E. Point out the occupations of each of the following
electives (see accompanying chart for more specific
information)
1. IToreign Lan^juage Electives
2. Commercial Electives Technical
3. Practical Arts Electives
Yo cational

Ma
Content (oontlnuftd) '
If The Conrses In General
!• THiy we have different cor.rses in Junior high sohoo .
a. To satisfy different interest of pupils
b. To provide for different vocations
0. To give opportunities for "try outs"
?5. The meaning of "course"
a. A plan of study
"b. Planned to prepare for some particular
field of wor"k
3, The purpose of the first six grades of study
a. Preparation for eve i^? day life
b. Preparation for advanced studies
c. "Tool subjects"
M. The Spread of the Courses
1, arades TII and Till
a. Academic Course
1. With modern foreign languages
2. "Without foreign languages
b. Mechanic Arts
c. Practical Arts
2. Grade IX
a. Academic College Preparatory
b» Commercial
c. Industrial
fl) Mechanic Arts
(2) Practical Arts

IV. Aotivitles
A. Appoint a group to report on the advantages of each
possible elective subject for the next year.
* B. i-tlake a list of factors one must be familiar with in
order to make a proper selection of courses and
electives.
C. Obtain bulletin showing courses of hi^h school to
which you are going, '''ork out a schedule for :
1. A pupil going to college
2. A pupil who wishes to talre the Comraorcial Course
3. A pupil who is undo oi del
B. Make a list of suggestions on the qualities necessary
for a person who wishes to enter business.
* E. Conduct a panel discussion : "How a wrong choice of
course and electives can affect one's educational and
vocational opportunities."
*P. Conduct a debate on any one of the following :
1. Hesolvod : "That there should be more electives
than there are . "
2. Resolved : "7hat Latin (Algebra, or other sub-
jects) should be electives."
3. Resolved : "That every girl should be required
to take Home T^oonomios.
"
4. Resolved : "That every boy should be required
to take shop work."
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Activities (continued)
* (t. Appoint three connnittees to report to the olass all
available information from School Document No, 3, "A Guide to
the Courses of a Secondary Cohool", on the following; :
1. General Curriculum
S. Comnercial Curriculum
3, College Preparatory
The follov/ing points are to be stressed :
a« Special subjects in each course
b. What occupational fields may be
entered through the course ?
c« Does the course prepare for a
special occupation ? If so, what ?
d. Advantages of the course
e. Chief disadvantages
H. Suggest reasons why the subjects discussed (see
Content) are included in all courses.
e.g. ,Prei>aration for common activities such as
citizenship and leisure.
I. Pass in a written report on : "The dangers of deciding
on an occupation too young."
J. ?/hat are the major subjects in each of the following
courses ?
1. College Preparatory
2. Commercial Course
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Activities ( oontimed)
* Havp class pass in a wrlttpr* report on :
1, '^hat course I am interested in»
2, r/hy I have chosen course.
3, ?7hy do you think yon will be interested in
chosen course ?
4* Give good reasons why you have chosen particulaf
electives.
* L« Case Studies :
1. A girl wished to he a nurse. Hhe took the
general course and was undecided as to elective^.
She did not know whether to elect Dressmaking
or Chemistry, "'hioh would be the better choice
Why ?
2. A boy desired to he an engineer hut his nathe-
matics (grades were not good. 'lis poor narks
were d\ie to carelessness, and the fact that he
did not always (V> his assijjnwents. He tinder-
stood the processes very well. Ghould he elect
the technical preparatory course ? If he con-
tinues to be careless, do you think he will be
a successful engineer ?
3. Mary was undecided on whether whe should take
the Commercial or Collesje Course. Her i>arent8
wished tlat she would 30 to college,but she
wante I to go to business school, "'hat course

Activities (contlnnea)
3. (continued)
should she elect in high school ? Why ? What
factors should influence her ?
4, Elizabeth was interested in becoming a teacher,
"but she was undecided whether she wanted to
become a grade teacher or an art teacher. What
course should she select, and why ?
5» A boy was undecided about his course. He was
an average student and enjoyed most of his
school work, Kis parents wanted him to get a
good high school training to prepare him for
some vocation. How could this boy reach a
decision ? Tho could help him ? r.liat course
would you select if you were he ?
Invite representatives of the various high schools
to come and talk to the girl a about the educational
and vocational opportunities of their respective
schools. Allow opportunity for the girls to ask
questions,
* IT. Plan visits to the high school so that the girls
can see the school in action.
* 0. Have girls fill in temporary course and elective
blanks. Plan for personal conferences, particularly
with those girls who are in doubt, and with those
who have been too optimistic in their choices.
* These activities are to be done as part of the class work.
The class will be held responsible for all the activities,
however, and one written report will be required.

Activities (continued)
P. Hn^gcst reaBor.8 why there "besii^is to be a differentia-
tion of cotirsee in intermediate school,
Q» List the subjects of the seventh grade course.
Compare these courses to show how they are alike and
how they are different. Account for these differ-
' ences and likenesses.
R, Define the following terms :
1, Acadenlo
2 . Cultural
Tooational
S. Answer as nany questions on Oho o sing a Course as
possible. fsef? accompanying sheet)
?• Desired Outcomes
1. An appreciation of t}ie waste of time and effort from
a careless selection of courses and electlves.
2. Each pupil to have a carefully planned course and
elective blank for grade IX.
3. A knowledge of the educational and vocatioiial poss-
ibilities of various courses.
4# An appreciation of the value of trial experiences
in discovering one's Interests.
5. To understand that there is less failure as a result
of improper selection.
6. To realize the wastefulness of continuous course shift
ing.
7. To be aware of the necessity of an intelligent selec-
tion of courses for future success.

Teo-ohliig Aids
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FXECTITKS
Junior High School Elective
s
Coiamercial Foreign Practical Arte
LangUBse For Boys-Por Girls
Junior Senior Zt^ti School Handiwork
COsunercial Jo"bs
•Jobs
Continuation Coinmercial Academic Technical Continuation
School Courae Course Course School
For 3oys-For Girls
Business Arts Engineering
Administration Courses in A;3;rioulture
Courses in Colleges Home Koonomios
Colleg;es Courses in
Colleges
Technical
Schools
Comaercial Administrative LearLed Technical Skilled Trades
Occupations Commercial Professions Professions Homemating
Positions
The diagram helps you to xxnderstand where the various junior
high school paths lead.

Hight Choloe of I^lectives
Pleasure
Is
The Fork
Ability
or
Talent
Conneotlon
with
Life Aim
Utmo at Effort
to Suooeed
Proof of Correctness Pride in Every
of Cur Choice Day's Achievement
Suooess in Senior High School
Holbrook and McGregor. Our Junior Hi/?h School. Pp. 186.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon Company, 1928.
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ELECTITPIS ABD THEIR OCCUPATIONS
Learned ProfeBsione
Medicine
Law
Foreign lant^iiage Eleotivee Ministry
(College Preparatory) Teaching
Library v;orl<;
Social 77ork and others
Business Occupations
Bookkeeping
Stenography
Salesmanship
Commercial Slectives Business Administration
Telephone Service
Department Store Service
Statistical Service and
others
Technical PrAfessions
fBoys)
Engineering
Agriculture
Chemistry
Technical Architecture and others
(Girls)
ITursing
Practical Arts Eleotives Dietetics
Child Care and others
Industrial Occupations
(Boys)
Machine Trade
Pattern Making
Yocational Sheet-Metal Work
Auto Mechanics
Printing
Electricity and others
ffJlrls)
Dressmaking
Millinery and others
H.L.Holbrook and A.L.McGrregor, Our Junior High School. Pp. 101.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 19 28.
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CHOOSIITS A CAHEEH
Prom the time the pupil first comes Into the school, he
should be encoura^jed to think about his eS-uoatlonal career.
There are many ways by which he may be helped to choose his
course more Intelligently, The following material will sug-
gest one method.
!• What are the courses or curricula from which I may choose?
2. What are the main purposes of each curriculum?
3. What ere my main interoets and abilities?
4. Which course shall I choose?
5. Will this course be satisfactory to me later?
6» ^7111 my past record and my interests penBlt me to follow it"
Is it possible for me to change in case I wish to do so ?
8« Do I allow classmates to influence me in my choice?
9« To wliat extent should parents or others Influence me in my
choice ?
10. To what extent should parents or friends influence me?
11. Specifically, just what are my reasons for selecting this
course ?
12. Are all these reasons good reasons ?
* Harry 0. McKowan. Homo Room Guidance. Pp. 229. Kew York
McGraw Hill Book Company, 19 34.
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Test
Below you will find several statements. Some of them
are true and some of them are false. Read each statement
carefully. If you think that It Is trr.e, underscore "true".
If you think that It Is false, underscore "false".
Trae False 1, In choosing courses one should be a dahbler.
True False 2, Vocational stadles should be chosen only as a
last resort.
True False 3. A course that Is really good Is for all stu-
dents alike.
True False 4, Kvery student should courses as If she expeoter
to graduate.
True False 5. The best guide for choosing courses 1b your
experience In previous courses.
True False 6. The more courses you take In a subject the
more you will get out of It.
True False 7. It Is better to have courses In several fields
than courses In one field at once.
True False 8. Choice of courses should be Independent of sua
things as school's supply and equipment.
True False 9. If a course has value you are Justified In
choosing and studying it.
True False 10. It is best to choose courses as you go along
Instead of planning all at once.

Teat f continued)
True T'alse 11, The raore yon Imow about sonethlnf'j the more
interested you hecome.
True 5'alse 12. Work with hands is more interesting than work
with mind.
True False 13, One should never chooae course s because they
are interesting.
True ?alse 14. Ever^'one in high school is required to take
English.
True False 16. The College Preparatory Course prepares one to
be a prlTate secretary.
True False 16. Music and Art are usually electives.
Multiple Choice
Place an (X) in parenthesis before statement which makes
a correct answer.
!• In ohooeing high school courses, pupil should choose the
subjects which are
f ) best suited to his interests
f ) easiest
f ) chosen by his best friends
2. Subjects which must be taken by all pupils in a school ar|
f ) electives
f ) required subjects
( ) credits
3 The subjects in which the greatest number of credits are
required for graduation from high school are
f ) Mathematics
f ) ^^ooial Studies
( ) En?jli3h
149

Multiple Choice i'est (continued)
4* The Coamieroial Course prepares one to be
( ) a teacher
f ) a stenosrapher
( ) an accountant
5, The girl who wishes to enter nursing should take the
f ) General Course
f ) College Course
{ ) Confi-'iercial Course

Key
gnie ?alse Test
!• False
2, False
3, False
4, True
5, True
6, True
7, True
8, True
9, True
10, ?alse
11 , True
12, False
1J5. False
14. True
15. False
16. True
Multiple Choice Test
1. best suited to hie interests and abilities
required subjects
3. English
4. a stenographer
5. College Course
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